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STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR APPEAL; 

Case No. ZA-1989-17683-PA2-1A 
ENV-2020-1328-CE 

 
 
 On behalf of Neighbors for A Safe Environment (NASE), a California nonprofit 
corporation seeking to protect neighborhoods from the impacts of oil drilling and 
production, we provide this summary of our reasons for appeal of the improper reliance 
on a categorical exemption from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in 
the Zoning Administrator (ZA) review of the West Pico Controlled Drill Site, Case No 
ZA-1989-17683-PA2, ENV-2020-1328-CE, and Area Planning Commission (APC) 
appeal Case No ZA-1989-17683-PA2-1A. 
 

The CEQA violations at issue in the APC Determination are due in large part to its 
reliance on the flawed ZA Determination.  Both rely upon a categorical exemption to 
CEQA, which was imposed as part of the ZA’s refusal to comply with a 2001 Settlement 
Agreement between NASE and the City requiring five year reviews of conditions for the 
West Pico Drill that, following Condition 78 of the 2000 ZA approval (ZA-1989-17683-
PAD) and BZA ruling (BZA-2000-1697), must review compliance and also “evaluate 
neighborhood impacts” and “the efficacy of mitigation measures,” and change them if 
warranted. Evaluating impacts and mitigation measures cannot be done outside of the 
CEQA process. 

 
A. Reliance on Categorical Exemption to CEQA is Improper.  

 
The ZA Determination improperly relies on Class 1 and 21 categorical exemptions 

to avoid environmental review under CEQA.  It is the City’s burden to prove that the ZA 
Determination on the Plan Approval project fits within a class of categorical exemption. 
(California Farm Bureau Fed'n v. California Wildlife Conservation Bd. (2006) 143 
Cal.App.4th 173, 185-86; Save Our Big Trees v. City of Santa Cruz (2015) 241 
Cal.App.4th 694, 697.) The City failed to meet its burden. 
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1. The APC Determination Would Legitimize Illegal Oil Drilling and Create 
De Facto By-right Oil Drilling. 
 

The Plan Approval relies on a Class 1 categorical exemption, which is a class of 
exemption for continuing operations with no expansion of existing use.  By relying on 
this class of exemption, the Plan Approval attempts to legitimize years of illegal well 
drilling, redrilling and conversion, failing to recognize this is an expansion of use beyond 
what was approved by the ZA in 2000 in the last new project approval.  Despite finding 
that the West Pico Drill Site was in substantial compliance with conditions, the 2021 ZA 
Determination acknowledged that “the operator completed numerous projects on the drill 
site which were not authorized as part of [the 2000 ZA approval] or the municipal code.”  
Thus, the 2021 Plan Approval contradictorily legitimizes numerous illegal projects by 
claiming the operation of the site is in substantial compliance. 

 
Interpreting the language of a Class 1 categorical exemption to allow a project 

proponent that commences illegal activities without seeking the necessary approvals to 
then claim those illegal uses are categorically exempt because they were already in 
(illegal) operation sets a dangerous precedent antithetical to CEQA’s purposes. (See Save 
Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 129 [environmental review must 
precede, not follow project approval].)  “Exemption categories are not to be expanded or 
broadened beyond the reasonable scope of their statutory language.” (Mountain Lion 
Foundation v. Fish & Game Com. (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 125.) “These rules ensure that 
in all but the clearest cases of categorical exemptions, a project will be subject to some 
level of environmental review.” (Save Our Carmel River v. Monterey Peninsula Water 
Management Dist. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 677, 697; see also Friends of Mammoth v. 
Board of Supervisors (1972) 8 Cal.3d 247, 259.)   

 
At the West Pico Controlled Drill Site since 2000, there have been a rash of 

illegal, unapproved, and unreviewed projects, including 24 major oil well projects that 
include the drilling of 2 new wells, the redrilling of 12 wells, and the conversion of 10 
wells. (Attachment 1, PCEC June 19, 2020 Email to ZA; Attachment 2, NASE August 
27, 2021 Letter Requesting Reconsideration by APC.)  As such, a categorical exemption 
is wholly inappropriate to these circumstances. 

 
Moreover, to the extent this Plan Approval reviewed any of the illegal drilling, 

redrilling, and converting of wells that has been conducted at the site since 2000, the City 
is prohibited from relying on a categorical exemption by its own CEQA guidelines in ZA 
Memo 133.   

 
What is at stake in this case is not just compliance with CEQA and the 2001 

Settlement Agreement, but also the most elemental core of the City Code’s main body of 
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oil regulations that have been in force since February 1945 and clarified with great 
explicitness by an ordinance passed in 1955.  

 
LAMC 13.01.H and 13.01.I require application to and approval from the ZA to 

drill a new oil well, redrill (or deepen) an existing well, and/or to convert a well between 
being a producer or injector well. The required ZA review for such projects is a 
discretionary action in which the ZA can deny the application or approve with conditions, 
and may modify any conditions previously assigned to a Controlled Drill Site. Since the 
advent of CEQA, the discretionary nature of these reviews has triggered the need for 
CEQA clearance. 

 
The City Code does not allow by-right oil drilling in the parts of the City that are 

deemed as “urbanized” districts under LAMC 13.01. But in this case, in the use of  the 
categorical exemptions that the APC Determination and the ZA Determination  relied 
upon, the City allowed and enabled de facto by-right oil drilling. This poses a special 
danger to all in the City who live near an active Controlled Drill Site. 

 
Reliance on a Class 1 categorical exemption for a Plan Approval that ignores 

illegal oil well projects incentivizes all oil companies operating in the City to evade 
application and review for projects in the future.  Exempting these unapproved oil well 
projects from environmental review based on ongoing illegal activities piles illegality on 
top of illegality.  Moreover, it deprives the public and decision makers of information 
necessary to assess the Project’s impacts.   
 

2. A Class 21 Categorical Exemption Does Not Apply Because the West Pico 
Drill Site Remains Noncompliant and the Review Required by the 
Settlement Agreement and Condition 78 Goes Beyond Mere Enforcement. 

 
A Class 21 exemption exempts enforcement actions from environmental review. 

The Plan Approval was not an enforcement action, but instead, pursuant to a 2001 
Settlement Agreement between the City and NASE and Condition 78, a required review 
to evaluate “neighborhood impacts,” evaluate “the efficacy of mitigation measures” and 
to impose new or revised conditions if continuing impacts are determined.  The ZA 
Determination, and the APC Determination through its acceptance of the findings of the 
ZA Determination, found that “the current conditions…may not be completely adequate 
to preserve the health, safety and general welfare of the nearby residential 
neighborhood.”  Development of new conditions to address these impacts is not an 
enforcement action, but instead a determination that requires an evaluation of the specific 
impacts that are not addressed and an evaluative process to assess how to mitigate those 
impacts.  Such an action is not exempt from CEQA, as discussed below. 
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Moreover, as set forth above, the APC Determination fails to require any 
corrective enforcement action for the illegal oil drilling, redrilling and conversion 
activities that have taken place at the West Pico Drill Site since 2000.  Thus, reliance on a 
categorical exemption for enforcement actions is misplaced. 

 
 
3. Exceptions to Categorical Exemption Require Environmental Review. 

 
 CEQA is clear that “[t]he categorical exemptions are not absolute.” (Save Our 
Carmel River v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 
677, 689.) “It follows that where there is any reasonable possibility that a project or 
activity may have a significant effect on the environment, an exemption would be 
improper.” (Wildlife Alive v. Chickering (1976) 18 Cal.3d 190, 205–206.)  Thus, 
categorical exemptions from CEQA are subject to exceptions. Even if a project fits within 
a specified class of categorical exemption, which the Plan Approval Project does not, an 
exemption is inapplicable if any of the exceptions to categorical exemptions apply.  
(CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2.)  If an exception to a categorical exemption applies, 
CEQA review in the form of a mitigated negative declaration (“MND”) or environmental 
impact report (“EIR”) must be conducted.  Several of the exceptions to reliance on 
categorical exemptions apply here.   

 
a. Unusual Circumstances That May Result in a Significant Impact Prevent 

Reliance on a Categorical Exemption. 
 
 CEQA prohibits use of a categorical exemption when there is a reasonable 
possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due to 
unusual circumstances.” (CEQA Guidelines § 15300.2, subd. (c).)  “[A]n unusual 
circumstance refers to ‘some feature of the project that distinguishes it’ from others in the 
exempt class. In other words, ‘whether a circumstance is “unusual” is judged relative to 
the typical circumstances related to an otherwise typically exempt project.’”  (Voices for 
Rural Living v. El Dorado Irrigation Dist. (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 1096, 1109.)  Unusual 
circumstances negating categorical exemptions include a project’s context. (Azusa Land 
Reclamation Co. v. Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 
1207-08; Lewis v. Seventeenth Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 823, 829; 
Meridian Ocean Systems, Inc. v. State Lands Com. (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 153, 169.) 

   
The ongoing legal violations on the site discussed above are unusual 

circumstances and those unusual circumstances have led to and will continue to lead to 
adverse air quality, odor, noise and other impacts on the surrounding community.  This 
prevents reliance on a categorical exemption.  Additionally, the location of an oil drilling 
site adjacent to a residential community is an unusual circumstance. (See Lewis v. 
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Seventeenth Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 823 [location of racetrack 
near residences is unusual circumstance].)  That unusual circumstance has led to the 
finding in the ZA Determination that current conditions are inadequate “to preserve the 
health, safety and general welfare of the nearby residential neighborhood.”  Thus, due to 
unusual circumstances, there is a fair argument supported by substantial evidence that 
approving the Plan Approval without imposing effective mitigation measures may have 
significant adverse impacts, prohibiting reliance on a categorical exemption.   
 

b. Cumulative Impacts Prevent Reliance on a Categorical Exemption. 
 
 A categorical exemption is “inapplicable when the cumulative impact of 
successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is significant.”  (CEQA 
Guidelines § 15300.2(b).)  The cumulative impact exception ensures that a project’s 
potential cumulative impacts are not overlooked when a categorical exemption is applied 
because “environmental damage often occurs incrementally from a variety of small 
sources.”  (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 
720.)  
 
 As with direct environmental impacts, CEQA requires preparation of an 
environmental impact report (“EIR”) when a project’s impacts may be cumulatively 
considerable.  (Pub. Resources Code § 21083 subd. (b)(2).)  Cumulative impacts mean 
“that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when viewed in 
connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the 
effects of probable future projects.”  (Ibid.)  This exception to categorical exemption 
applies if the lead agency is presented with “evidence that there was a fair argument that 
the cumulative impact exception applied.” (Aptos Residents Assn. v. County of Santa 
Cruz (2018) 20 Cal.App.5th 1039, 1052.) 
 
 Here, the cumulative impact of allowing illegal drilling activities on this site and, 
by precedent, on drill sites throughout the City, without enforcement actions or corrective 
measures, results in potentially significant adverse impacts Citywide.  This is a 
cumulative impact that prevents reliance on a categorical exemption.    
 

 
4. The City Cannot Rely on a Categorical Exemption When Mitigation 

Measures Are Required. 
 

Categorical exemptions cannot be relied upon for projects such as this one where 
mitigation measures and new conditions are required. (Salmon Protection and Watershed 
Network v. County of Marin (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 1098, 1108.)  “An agency should 
decide whether a project is eligible for a categorical exemption as part of its preliminary 
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review of the project (CEQA Guidelines, §§ 15060 and 15061), not in the second phase 
[of review] when mitigation measures are evaluated.”  (Azusa Land Reclamation Co. v. 
Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 1165, 1199-1201; City of 
Pasadena v. State of California (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 810, 820, [determination of 
“applicability of an exemption must be made before ... [the] formal environmental 
evaluation...”].)  By definition, a project does not qualify for a categorical exemption 
unless the agency has determined environmental impacts cannot occur and mitigation 
measures are unnecessary.  An agency may not “evade these standards by evaluating 
proposed mitigation measures in connection with the significant effect exception to a 
categorical exemption.”  (Azusa Land, supra, 52 Cal.App.4th at 1201.) “Reliance upon 
mitigation measures (whether included in the application or later adopted) involves an 
evaluative process of assessing those mitigation measures and weighing them against 
potential environmental impacts, and that process must be conducted under established 
CEQA standards and procedures for EIRs or negative declarations.”  (Salmon Protection 
& Watershed Network v. County. of Marin (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 1098, 1108.) 
 

The APC Determination includes several new conditions intended to mitigate 
ongoing impacts arising at the West Pico Drill Site.  These conditions include installation 
of fence-line monitoring and updated emergency signage.  While NASE has been 
requesting emissions monitoring, the specifics of a monitoring program must be assessed 
through the environmental review process to ensure its efficacy.  Analysis is required to 
determine the type of monitor, pollutants to be monitored, placement of the monitors, the 
reporting of recorded data to the City, and the establishment of a certain deadline for 
installation.  The APC did not conduct the necessary analysis or include any specific 
terms for the installation of emissions monitoring.  CEQA requires mitigation to be 
accomplished through the evaluative environmental review process and not based upon a 
categorical exemption.  This is because mitigation measures need to be fully enforceable, 
and “not mere expressions of hope.” (Lincoln Place Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles 
(2005) 130 Cal.App.4th 1491, 1508.) 

 
The APC Determination also includes a mitigation condition that is not only 

improper due to reliance on a categorical exemption, but also is improperly deferred 
mitigation.  A condition was included requiring submission of a new Plan Approval 
application from the West Pico Drill Site operator to start a new case, and they required 
that the application must request a City inspection program. Post approval review and 
mitigation is improper under CEQA. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B); Endangered 
Habitats League v County of Orange (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 793-94; Preserve Wild 
Santee v. City of Santee (2012) 210 Cal.App.4th 260, 280-82.)  Further, this is a new 
condition that is needed now. Most of the compliance problems at the West Pico Drill 
Site stem directly or indirectly from the City’s lack of inspection, compliance monitoring, 
and enforcement. The illegal well projects at West Pico are more numerous than at other 
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drill sites in the City, but they are not unique. The City’s failure to do compliance 
inspections is a systemic failure documented by the Petroleum Administrator’s May 2018 
report to Council and the City Controller’s June 2018 report on City oil regulation. It is a 
known problem now in the review of the West Pico Drill Site. But by shunting this and 
other known issues to a future review, the APC Determination relies on mitigation that is 
improperly deferred, and thus fails to be fully enforceable. 
 

B. The Violation of Conditions and Mitigation Measures at the West Pico Drill 
Site is a Continuing CEQA Violation. 

 
CEQA requires that mitigation measures “be fully enforceable through permit 

conditions, agreements, or other legally-binding instruments.”  (Guidelines § 
15126.4(a)(2); see also Lincoln Place Tenants Ass'n v. City of Los Angeles (2005) 130 
Cal.App.4th 1491, 1508 [“Mitigating conditions are not mere expressions of hope.”])  
“The purpose of these requirements is to ensure that feasible mitigation measures will 
actually be implemented…and not merely adopted and then neglected or disregarded.” 
(Federation of Hillside and Canyon Association v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 
Cal.App.4th 1252, 1261, italics omitted.)   

 
Conditions of approval were adopted for the West Pico Drill Site as part of the 

2000 ZA Determination, which were also included in the mitigation, monitoring and 
reporting plan for the site.  These conditions limit the West Pico Drill Site to the wells 
actually existing at the time of the approval (Condition 72).  There are ongoing CEQA 
violations at the West Pico Drill Site due to the illegal well drilling and conversions that 
took place in violation of the conditions of approval and the illegal installation of 
microturbines, which violates the prohibition on generating electricity on site or 
anywhere in the 70-acre oil drilling district U-131 (Condition 49).  

 
 There have also been violations and continuing violations of Conditions 46, 47, 

53, 57, 61 and 78 due to the documented odor impacts, improper waste disposal, 
noncompliance with fire safety requirements, noncompliance with State-required blowout 
preventer tests before commencing downhole work, South Coast Air Quality 
Management District’s leak and emissions violations, and lack of timely conditions 
review.   

 
Odor complaints have been persistent since the drill site opened in 1965 and have 

been pronounced since about 2016.  On October 10, 2019, CD5 Council Member Paul 
Koretz provided recorded testimony about the West Pico Drill Site to the City Council’s 
Committee on Energy, Climate Change, and Environmental Justice. He stated: 
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I just visited a few days ago a shul that opened up a few years before 
directly across Pico and Doheny. I'm sure when they moved there they had 
no idea that was an oil site, in fact they told me so. You can smell the oil. 
You can taste the oil. It's just an accumulation of that pollution. On the 
other side of that site, there are housing units. I would say probably less 
than 50 feet away, and probably 75 feet away in front are that synagogue, 
the one next door and have a school that is about 600 feet away from it. I 
grew up near there and lived there for 20 years. My mother, I don't know 
whether there was a connection. My mother died from uterine cancer, 
pancreatic cancer and brain cancer. Maybe there is a connection, maybe 
not. If there is, and we can prove it, I would be pretty mad to say the least. 
There are a lot of people that are impacted. I presume whatever distance we 
pick, this site will be shutdown because it has so many sensitive uses and 
has housing and they are all within 100 feet. (emphasis added) 
 
These ongoing and long-running CEQA violations must be rectified, and a 

categorical exemption is manifestly inappropriate for the task.   
 

C. Due to the ZA’s Predetermination to Rely Upon a Categorical Exemption for 
This Plan Approval, the ZA and APC Have Improperly Segmented Review. 
 
CEQA prohibits evading comprehensive CEQA analysis by splitting projects into 

separate pieces. (CEQA Guidelines § 15378; Bozung v. LAFCO. (1975) 13 Cal.3d 263, 
283-84; Orinda Assn v. Board of Supervisors (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 1145, 1171.) The 
whole of the action includes “all phases of project planning, implementation, and 
operation;” all must be considered together when assessing environmental review for a 
project. (CEQA Guidelines §15063, subd. (a)(1).)  Here, the APC Determination 
improperly piecemeals environmental review for the West Pico Drill Site by requiring a 
separate and new plan approval process, which is presumably to address the impacts and 
violations identified during this Plan Approval, although the APC Determination does not 
specify the reason for the separate review.   

 
The piecemealing of environmental review at the West Pico Drill Site stems from 

the ZA’s determination at the beginning of the Plan Approval process that a categorical 
exemption was the only CEQA approval to be considered.  Subsequent to the ZA 
determining that a categorical exemption would be applied to the Plan Approval, NASE 
presented incontrovertible evidence of the illegal well drilling, redrilling and conversion 
activities that had taken place on the West Pico Drill Site.  In written exchanges with the 
ZA’s office, the current operator of the site agreed with this assessment.  However, instead 
of addressing the illegal activity at the site during the current Plan Review, the ZA relied 
on the predetermined use of a categorical exemption to prevent review of those actions 
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now.   

 
At the August 27, 2020 public hearing, the ZA said he recognized that changed 

conditions were needed as even the applicant recognized, but the ZA declared that “We 
can’t do these changes with this particular Categorical Exemption” (August 27, 2020 
hearing, official recording, 1:38).  The specifics of the action being reviewed should 
determine the proper level of environmental review.  By inverting this requirement, the 
Plan Approval has improperly segmented review of these illegal actions to a subsequent 
process.   
 

D. Misrepresentations of Facts Made at APC Hearing Taint the APC 
Determination.  

 
At the August 18, 2021 APC hearing on NASE’s appeal, significant 

misinformation was provided to the Commission by the ZA, most of which was presented 
after the close of the public testimony.  In a post-hearing letter to the APC, NASE 
provided a detailed description of these errors along with clear documentation contained 
within the case file for the West Pico Drill Site.  (Attachment 2.)  In summary, the 
misrepresentations made at the APC hearing were: statements by the ZA that “no new 
wells” had been drilled on the West Pico Drill Site since the 2000 ZA approval, despite 
clear documentation that new wells were drilled in 2005-06 and 2010; a claim that the 
2001 Settlement Agreement between NASE and the City prevents the alteration of any 
conditions of approval, including Condition 72, when the Settlement Agreement 
specifically requires 5 year reviews to evaluate and if needed revise or add new 
conditions; and statements that well conversions are mere reclassifications on paper and 
“vested rights” that require only the filing of paperwork, when the terms of LAMC 
13.01.H and 13.01.I. require discretionary review and ZA approval of all well 
conversions. 

 
NASE returned to the APC at its next meeting held September 1, 2021 to request 

reconsideration on the grounds that the ZA misinformed them so falsely about critical 
issues central to the case.  At this meeting, several of the APC Commissioners 
acknowledged the issues in the letter, but the President of the Commission said that 
procedural concerns might lead them not to act. The City Attorney told them that they 
could act, but the Commissioners did not. However, the President of the Commission did 
note that if the APC did not act it would be acceptable because my clients would have the 
opportunity to take the case to City Council and to the Los Angeles County Superior 
Court.  We now urge the City Council to correct the APC’s failure to act on these issues.   
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Conclusion. 
 

For all of these reasons, and those to be presented in more detail before the City 
Council, this appeal seeks to overturn this Plan Approval due to significant and ongoing 
CEQA violations.  NASE also reserves the right to provide supplemental evidence and 
analysis regarding the basis of this appeal. 
 

 
Sincerely, 

  
  
       Amy Minteer 
 
Enclosures: 
Attachment 1, June 19, 2020 PCEC Email to ZA  
Attachment 2, August 27, 2021 Request for Reconsideration 
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Cre;:1t,a 
Co!lnbor<.1te • 

P.CEC West Pico Project 

Dylan Sittig <dylan.sittig@lacity.org> 

. Michael Finch <mfinch@energyprojectllc.com> Fri, Jun 19., 202Q at 4;34 PM 
To: Edber Macedo <edber.mai:edo@lacity.org> " 
Cc: "Lisa. Webber@lacity.org" <Lisa. Webber@lacity.org>, "Estineh.Mailian@lacity.org" <Estineh.Mailian@lacity,org>, 
"Vanessa.Soto@lacity.org" <Vanessa.Soto@laclty.org>, "Jennifer. Tobkin@lacity.org• <Jennifer,Tobkin@lacity.org>, •Dylan 
Sittig ;<dylan.sitlig@lacity.org>, Philip Brown <phlllp,brown@pceclp.com>, "Rick Clark (riok.clark@pceclp.com)" 
<rick:clark@pceclp.com> 

Bdber, per our conversation here is our thoughts on the items we discussed; 

PCBC was recently contacted by a member o[the public and severaUssues and outstanding questions have 
been brought to our attention, including (l) whether the wells that have been drilled, re-drilled, and/or 
converted since the 2000 ZA approval required further ZA approval under LAMC 13.0lH and 13.0ll; (2) 
whether activities such as drilling, re-drilling, and/or converting wells underwent adequate CBQA review as 
part of the BIR process for the 2000 ZA approval; and (3) whether Condition #1 of the 1965 ZA 17683 and 
Condition #B-49 of the 2000 ZAD 17683 need to be modified to reflect that onsite generation of power is 
occurring on the production site. 

With regard to the first issue, after reviewing our well files, and the 2000 ZA determination, it is clear that 
certain wells have been drilled, re-drilled and converted since that approval- see "Well List" below. In light 
of LAMC 13.0lH and 13 .O ll, .a question has surfaced regarding whether these well activities required 
further. authorization or approval by the ZA. We have not se1:n .any approvals by the· ZA and our conclusion 
is that applications were likely never submitted to the City. We believe thiswas because ofCondition 72 of 
the 2000 ZAD 17683 determination which states in part "Without prior written approval from. the Zoning 
Administrator, no more than the existing 69 wells may be drilkd, operated or inaintainedatthe.site and 
these wells shall be located at their current surface locations. " This condition suggests that the 2000 ZA 
approval covered a total of 69 wells and, provided the facility did not exceed the 69 wells, no further ZA 
approvals for drilling and redrilling were required. However, it appears the facility may not have had 69 
existing wells at the time ofthe determination. This may have been a.misunderstanding during the 
determination between well "slots" vs actual wells. In any event, a. question now exists regarding whether 
the wells that have been drilled, re-drilled, and/or converted since the 2000 ZA approval required further ZA 
review and approval pursuant to LAMC 13.0IH and 13.0II. 

A follow along question concerns the scope of environmental review done for the 2000 approval and 
whether the review covered specific well activities. It's been suggested that as part of the 2000 approval 
( drill site modernization project) the activity of drilling,. redrilling, and converting wells may not have been 
covered as part of the BIR process. Rather, the 2000 approval covered only construction of the perimeter 
walls and a permanent derrick, not drilling or well conversions, because apparently these activities were not 
part of the project description. If this is accurate, a question now exists regarding the .adequacy of the 
currently proposed Categorical Exemption, and whether additional environmental review should be 
conducted to cover not only past well activities, butalso those that are likely to occur in the future, 
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The last item is the installation of the microturbine. PCEC identified the installation of the microturbine in 
· its February 2020 application to the City. This installation occurred in 20 I 8 and PCEC obtained a 
SCAQMD permit, LA building permit, and a LA DWP permit. The 1965 ZA 17683 case Condition #1 
included a provision, among others, requiring the project to comply with LAMC 13.0IF{b)43. 

13.0JF(b).41.,provides: 

That drilling,_pum/Jil:Jg and other power gperations shall at all times be can·ied on only_ by_ electrical power 
and that such power shall not be generated on the controlled drilling site or in the district. 

In addition, 2000 ZAP 17683Condition B-49 provides: 

All Electric Power. All drilling and reworking.operations at the site shall at all times be carried on only._ by._ 
electric power and such power shall not be generated on the controlled drilling site or in the district. 

The 2000 ZAD 17683 Condition B-49 se.ems to suggest that power generation cannot happen at the 
controlled drill site or in the district for drilling and reworking operations, therefore the implication would be 
that this condition would not be applicable to the production operations. 

The facility has two separate power meters. One is dedicated to the drill site and the other the production 
site. The microturbine is dedicated to the production site only. A question now exists whether Condition # I 
of the 1965 ZA 17683 and Condition #B-49 of the 2000 ZAD 17683 need to be modified to reflect that 
onsite generation of power is occurring on the production site. 

PCEC is working with historical documents and realize the City may have more insight. We are asking if the 
wells drilled, re-drilled, and converted since 2000 required a permit under 13.0IH and 13011? Also, did 
activities such as drilling, re-drilling, and/or converting wells undergo adequate CEQA review as part of the 
EIR process for the 2000 ZA approval, or is further review now required? Finally, does Condition # I of the 
I. 965 ZA l 7683 and condition #B-49 of the 2000 ZAD 17683 need to be modified to reflect that onsite 
generation of power is occmring on the production site. If the answers to any of these questions is yes, then 
we would like to meet to discuss and decide how to address and reconcile these issues as part of the current 
process. We look forward to any guidance you can give us. 

Thank you 

Well List 

New Drills 

WP 58 -2005 

WP 59-2010 
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Redrills 

WP 10-2010 

WP 11-2005 

WP 18-2003 

WP21-2003 

WP 34-2010 

WP41-2004 

WP45-2004 

RW2-2003 

OW 8 - 2003 and 2005 

PW9-2004 

HW 10-2004 

Conversions 

WP 11 - 2006 converted to producer 

WP 22 - 2000 convert injection 2007 convert to production 

WP 26 - 2006 convert to injection 

WP 29 - 2016 rescinded as injector and now idle producer - not really. an conversion, 

WP 42- 2000 convert to injection. 2016 plug back and now idle. 

WP 44 - 2003 convert to gas iajection; 2005 convert to two string water and gas, 2014 rescinded as injector. 

SW 7 - 2017 convert to injection 

HWI O - it looks like a request was made for emergency gas injection. We.know gas injection did not 
happen and the request was subsequently cancelled. 

Mike Finch 

Energy Project Solutions LLC 

1141 Mohawk Street, Suite 120 

Bakersfield CA !13309 

www.energyproJectllc.com 

Cell 661-809-4956 
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Hermosa Beach Office 
Phone: (310) 798-2400 
 

San Diego Office 
Phone: (619) 940-4522 

 

Chatten-Brown, Carstens & Minteer LLP 
2200 Pacific Coast Highway, Suite 318 

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254 
www.cbcearthlaw.com 

 
 

Amy C. Minteer 
Email Address: 
acm@cbcearthlaw.com 
Direct Dial:  
310-798-2400 Ext. 3 

 
 

August 27, 2021 
 

Via Email (apcwestla@lacity.org) 
West Los Angeles Area Planning Commission 
City of Los Angeles 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
       

Re:  Request for Reconsideration of Determination on Case Nos. ZA-1989-
17683-PA2, ENV-2020-1328-CE, ZA-1989-17683-PA2-1A 

 
Honorable Commissioners:  
 

On behalf of Neighbors for A Safe Environment (NASE), a California nonprofit 
corporation seeking to protect neighborhoods from the impacts of oil drilling and 
production, we write in follow-up to the appeal hearing regarding the West Pico Drill 
Site.  The intent of this letter is to: 
 

• Identify significant misstatements of information that were presented to the 
Commission at the August 18, 2021 West LA Area Planning Commission (APC) 
hearing on NASE’s appeal; and 
 

• Request that at the September 1, 2021 APC meeting, you vote to reconsider the 
NASE appeal because the significant misinformation was material to the central 
and largest issues in NASE’s appeal and was relied upon by the Commission in 
your deliberations. 

 
This letter identifies the three most consequential pieces of misinformation that 

were provided to the Commission by the Zoning Administrator (ZA) during the appeal 
hearing, most of which was presented after the close of the public testimony.  To 
demonstrate the errors, we will contrast the misrepresentations that were made with clear 
documentation contained within the case file for the West Pico Drill Site.  In summary, 
the three issues we will focus on are: 

 
• The ZA stated that “no new wells” had been drilled on the West Pico Drill 

Site since the ZA approval of 2000 (ZA-1989-17683-PAD) and the 
Settlement Agreement of 2001. NASE presents in this letter clear 
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documentation contained in the case file that new wells were drilled in 2005-06 
and 2010. 
 

• The ZA stated that the Settlement Agreement between NASE and the City 
prevents the alteration of any conditions of approval, including Condition 
72, and that NASE was requesting the City rewrite the Settlement 
Agreement. This statement is based on a lack of review of the Settlement 
Agreement.  The Settlement Agreement does not enshrine or mention 
Condition 72 and does not enshrine under court approval all of the conditions 
set in the 2000 cases. Instead, the Settlement Agreement references only 
Conditions 77 and 78, which expressly empower the ZA to revise all 
conditions and impose additional conditions when addressing “neighborhood 
impacts” and “the efficacy of mitigation measures” and extends the ability to 
revise conditions to the 5-year reviews required by the Settlement Agreement. 
 

• The ZA informed the Commission that well conversions are mere 
reclassifications on paper and “vested rights” that require only the filing 
of paperwork. These statements are wholly untrue. Well conversions are 
construction projects that entail substantial changes to wells below the surface 
and above the surface. Well conversions have required full review and 
approval by the ZA as discretionary actions since at least 1955, by the terms of 
LAMC 13.01.H and 13.01.I.  

 
1. New Wells Were Drilled In 2005-06 and 2010.  

 
One of the largest, clearest, and most consequential untrue statements made by the 

ZA was his repeated assertion that “no new wells” had been drilled since the 2000 ZA 
approval in ZA-1989-17683-PAD and the Settlement Agreement. The ZA said this in 
response to questions from Commissioner Laing about the dates on which new wells 
were drilled. On the official recording of the hearing, you will find this exchange starting 
at the 1:58:45 mark.  This statement is categorically incorrect, contrary to documentation 
in the ZA case file, contrary to documentation in the appeal case file, and contrary to 
knowledge of Planning staff. 

 
First, and simplest of all, on June 19, 2020, the applicant and site operator, PCEC, 

straightforwardly informed the ZA, the Chief ZA, and the City Attorney that two new 
wells had been drilled since 2000 without the ZA approval required by LAMC 13.01.H 
and 13.01.I.  PCEC identified the wells as West Pico 58 drilled in 2005-06 and West Pico 
59 drilled in 2010.  

 
Below are key excerpts from PCEC’s June 19, 2020 email. Multiple copies of this 

email from PCEC are in the ZA case file and NASE also submitted copies of this email to 
the Commission in support of its appeal.  
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In addition to the documentation from the site operator, Professor Michael Salman 

also submitted copies of the State regulatory agency DOGGR’s (now CalGEM’s) 
documents proving that these two new wells had been drilled, one in 2005-06 and the 
other in 2010, sending the materials to the ZA, the Chief ZA, and the Director of 
Planning.  Below are snapshots of key excerpts from the DOGGR permit applications for 
new wells, DOGGR permits for new wells, and the DOGGR work history forms 
submitted by the site operator. 

 
These documents (and more in the ZA case file) prove beyond a shadow of a 

doubt that two new wells were drilled in 2005-06 and 2010.  Thus, the APC’s decision on 

22

Dylan SHllg <dyfan .. ltlgCllaclly.org> 

.......... -... .. ......... -·--····-· · · .. .. . - .. ---· . . ..... 

P.CEC West Pico Project 
___ ._ __ , .... _ ---.-.-.------ ··--••··-·--· -------··--- . ....., ________ - -- ·---- ·- . ------------~ ... ·~------ ·· .......... -.....-.. ... 

Bd.ber, per our conversation bcrc is our thoughts on the iicmls We di11CUSsed; 

With regard to ·the first issue, after reviewing our well tll_cs. and the 2000 ZA dete_nninalion. it is clear. lhat · 
cerwin wells have~ drill~ re-~cd-and_conv~ si.nce,lhat ~vld·- 11CC "Well List" below;° :In light 
ofLAMC 13.0IH-~ 13.01 l. .a. qucati~ liiinud'llced ~ wlietlier'tba Mil icdvities nquin.4 
further a,ithorization· oi approwl by the ZA .. ~have not.·~ any approvala-by:thc·ZA and our~laion 
is.that appliutiom WCR likely nevcr,submittedto the Cliy. We belinedµswas :~of<;obditiO.n 72 of 
the :2000 ZAD-17683 deterinUUIUOJl··whicb stat.cs ,in ,part "Wi{hout prl!i,, written appmval.fro,n;tbe. Zoning · . 
Admin.istrator, no ,nor, tha11. the ml.Ing 69 welb may be ·drffled, opetoled ur maintai°ned:at 1M 8ite and · 
these wel/3 8'ttlU be iociited at their curr,m n,ft.lce locottons. ,,· 'Ibis ~OD-SUSP$1& that the 2000 ZA 
approval <lOVcred a total of 69 ~Us-~ provided 1bc facility djd not cll'.0CCid the ~ we~, no ~ v.· 
approvals for chilling arjd redrilling wen, ffl}uircd. However, i~ appears the facility may ~ liaV:C ~-- 69 
existing wells at.the time oftbe dewmination. 'qlil-may,have-bccn , ,~l'SUIPding .. during the .. 
determination between well "slots" vs .actual wells. "In any event, a quies~ now~ regarding wbcthcr-
thc wells that have been drilled. re-drilled, and/or converted since the 2000 ZA approval required further ZA ··· 
review and approval punuant to LAMC 13-.0IH and 13.0ll. · · 

Thank. you 

WeJl:1,.lat 

N-Drills 

WP 58 -200S 

WPS9 - 2 010 
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August 18, 2021 was based on inaccurate information provided by the ZA and should be 
re-evaluated in light of the facts. 

 
DOGGR Application, Permit, and Well Summary for drilling of new well in 2010. 
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NATIJAAL RESOURCES AGENCY OF CM.IFOl'tProlA 
DEPAAI IBIT OF CONIEtYATION 

No. P 1109442 

DIVISION OF OIL. GAS, AM> GEOTHEIIMAL IIESOURCES 

03 PERMIT TO CONDUCT WELL OPERATIONS 

CRITICA1.WEU --
---a! .,..,,......._, 
as 

Cyp,-,Collfornlo 
July 08 2010 

-~ EHEIIGY CO. L.P 
&If>- - s, .. Suile 4800 loo- CA 90071 c 
11t1! ,_ONJSAL IS Al'ftlOVID PltOVIDEI•. 
I -----bydnuhc_,..,,_,,_IDlllisl>i.,..,.'tCl• lllllM nqo-,or-. -

beioullodllld--durinadrllllllc_....,. 
2 ' Dnllin& ftud of. quahly and m sutrc:ient qum11ty IO ocnrrol all ,ublurt.,r condil.,. ID order IO preVICII ~ .... lie ...... 
3, Su,ff9Clelll l'Dlllr'i.ll lO oomrol lQII circulation of dnlhna ftwd lhlll lie r,11llbl• for unmodiatc u.. • Ilic Mil a .. 

•· A d -- _,,..,. tliaD bo - ...S filed WJlh 1luo Dim,oo - U doyl o1...,.p1oc,oo of drill ... 
~ A 8 ; ;I W}' Nolkit .... N ftCed wllil 11111 Oh'.._ ,rtor 16 cu i I IA' .t dlle .... 
6. n• DiWlDOI! abaU be ooru:uJlcd Uld a Supplemcowy Notice IDiy be n,quued before 1'1Mkb11 .,. c:hlnfN '8 dlt pc....pc:wl 

pn,snan. 
7. TIDS DIVISION SHALL BB NOTIFIED TO: 

a. W1UN111 I 1ml of the installed blowout eqi,aipmcnl pnOf ID 4riU111J OU1 cen'Wlt In (be lhol of 1llo le JJ•• c:llm& 
b. Wic:neu a 1e11 of lbe instaUed blowout equ1prnen1 prior 10 drilUna 001 C8llllmC tn cht tboe of die '7" ainq. 

-11nno10 

11N2010 

RESOi.lRC1;$ AGENCY~ C,.UFORNTI,, OE.PJ.Rlt.Ctff Of' COMtRVATIOM 
DIVISION OF OIL, OAS, ANO GEUTHl:RM'-1. AESOURCES 

HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL 

Op•:"":'.'iiiii:e•~.,.~-.,~..,,L•~=~~oo'.'.'.'.'.m~p,~""'.'.'.:'.bC'.::===-~-===•="':""'.:'~N:"''.:: ~, 1.o,.-r!Cffos Wtl P SEte..lL_ T.__!L. R. l4V/ $5 R 8,M, 

A.Pl. HD-__ -'"'=''-' '"'"'"''------- Nnc erac1em 
Datt ¥H2:i!1 1 

-~a-,,.-, --- "'·---==-----

----~• .. i,...,,.,.,,....=~•~6~•:"~·~'""=•~'-="'=""""-~-=""=-=~·- -----T~NI...,.. U't3j2'15-6000 

H,U,:,iy ll"lwl b$ (Ut'll)l11llt ifl Ill deWJ UM t,IJ Jotm 11) ~8P)l1 all ~lkll"-4 ~ ~ring Md hllUi'rQ af h w.ai Clf <l,dng rfd!llq Ct ~ 
ll'lt ClfllflO,, tlllOOino, OI' tttr'l:IOl"'R'IIM. \1,(1\ "' dill91 1,troo4'. ~. IUCh lllmf .. tlolt R-. bm;illon tu-.A ~l!i, atnOl.llls of ocml!'II UP.lOO, 
lt,,p 111n.j ttlltll>f!'I of pli,g&. ~~ cltll!il, sl(~td j11nk, b;riiling Cll!S, and Wtlll ~, dnl. 

orm 
Ten out and ll"Ql.wl miUd pt.mp t !Stfll!gl ?,/ff Dl'IC. CUt Q!lldf'O O'llt wl Q8 t:lr ~ nft)le. SW l'rO 'M1l II) 8'0M!l eest .-.- Ol ce..rt Yd 
Clear Gl$I skit! af QUt ~ Sp::il .....,.. eao,, lllud, and r.·1irollk'lneoi. -~. otf-lOild &kid beal'I"& MIi 'oad OJI l'l'likdl&MO ... llllllllf!'lef'l 
10 ahip \o ~ •rid Otllitklt.le tOCCirO Mdo tf' :,cl, Orto,,,d-V«o' e~IOr\ 3~ "' ..... '° 111'1$ 11,p 10 ¥111$1 ~ Set eNJ pm lflkld oo;,,... $p{lt 
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-~U(I l(ll't$ 11¥(11A$111~ t~• eq $ ••ii .nl'l ~ Ui -t akleofOOIII i'I"'· 
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DOGGR Application, Permit, Change of Well Name, and Well Summary for well drilled in 
2005-06 
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NEC arc D 
CCM NO 

EIR Q I $CK NO 

Alf..OURQ:5 .-.GC.NC.,OF c.N.,J"QMl'M 
0(.~ARlMl[Ht Of' C0NU.R\/Af01rif 

l)MSIQN OF OIL GAS. AND GEOniERMAI.. RESOORCES 

-· 1100K 

In ocmp1,anoe with Soct,on 3203. 0111s.on 3. Pubbc Reso..-c:es Code, notice ,s hereby g,ven that 

dnlhng weH -•t Pico '46 

Sec.JO __ , T ,ll_ . R 14W 

Legal descripl.JOn or mlneral-nghl lea e, oonstSllng o( ________ acres (attach map or plal to scale), IS as IOIIOWS 

Do mineral and surlace leases ronado? Yes 181 No O . It answot is no. attach legal deliQ'lpt,on ol bolh surlace and m1nora1 
leases, end map or plat to scale 

LocatJon ol wen ___ _ 1ee1_,,,
1
rn..,.,,,,,,.,.., _ a10ng S4lCtlon ~~ D hne and _______ foet'--- -,ts..w=~--

at ngnt angleS to saod line from ll>e ________ come, of soa,on D / property •. ___________ _ 
l~ ... J 

OIi 

Proa the 1nte.r .. ct~on ot the cantar l i n•• oE Pico Blvd. and O.khur•t, 75, 9 w north oE the center 
h .n• or Oali.hurat, - 112 • 6" eaat at llOo at19le . S.Ction 30-T1S/IU4W SBBr.K. 

Is this a cr11tcal wol aC0011d,ng w ttle def11111on on the nexi pago of this form? Yes 181 No • 
If _.I Is to be dll'eaionally dnlled, &how propo$8d OD01d1na1os (from surface location) and true veruc:al depth 81 IO(af dnllcd depth 
116 foot aolltb and 3~68 feet ... t EsUmatod truo vcrt,cal depth 6431 Elevation of grol.Wld above 

'°"""'"' 
sea level 171 1881 All dopth measurements taken from top of k e.lJ. t>uatu. thal ls :.l ,c6 ____ feel above ground 

--- 0.,.,... F...a RDUr, 'T .... o, 1>,afJi BulN"Q 

PROPOSEDCA~NGPROGRAM 
CM.CUI.A TED FILL 

SIZE0FCAS.nG \lj£1(llfT GRADEANOTYPE rOP BOTTOM CO1ENTING BEHlhl) CASING 
oNCHESAPt CEPrHS (U.-r.l) 

lD- 3/4 " 40 . 5 . J-55 sui-t'•c. 8 5 6 ' 856' 

~ 
856 ' 

I -7 261 1180 Surface 68'0' 6840 ' -3000' 

4 - 1 /2• 1 0 , 5 lt55 6740 8i8-.-- NA I --- -

Intended mne(t) 
d oomplellon Hall-r • -1000 p • i E~timaled lotal depth :.8.:;98:.4:....' -------

I,..... _. ll'ICl•:«IMP'NMffl 

ood lhait If char,ge8 to thlS plan bKonw neceHary, we - to nodfy you 
T)PO ol aon(C<,,po,aoon. Pa""'"'11p. hliwh .... elC.) 

Ccapany LLC Corpor•tion 

FlC>'W'9S Str .. t , Su~t• 4800 Lo• 
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RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
No. P 105-0829 

DIVISION OF Oil, GAS. AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

PERMIT TO CONDUCT WELL OPERATIONS 

Chris Williamson 
BREITBURN ENERGY COMPANY 
515 South Flower St., Suite 4800 
LOS ANGELES CA 90071 

Proctucuon Well 

064 
. .... c-

3 

proposal to drill well "Wm Pico" 46, A.P.I. No. 037-26615, Seclion 30, T. 1 • R. 14W, .B. B & M., 
...,..._IIILi MicN:ene(HalllCI') pool. Loi AJl&da County, dlled 11/4/2805, n:a!lved l 1 /l/2005 lw been eumincd in <:011junction w1 

TIIE PROPOSAL IS APPROVED PROVIDED: 
I. Blowow prevention equ1pmc:n1 wuh hydraulic controls, equivalent 10 thil Divilioa's Class WBJM requirements. or belier, shall 

be iDIUlled and mainwncd in openuing condition. 
2. Drilling fluid of a quality aod in sufficient qu1111ity 10 control all 111blurface conditions in order to prevent blowouts shall be used 

whUe n:drilling. 
3. All oil, ps or freshwater sands behind the 7" casinC lhall be prolCCICd by either lifting cemem or by lllllltiple stage Cffllftllmg. 
4 . A dirccuoaal survey shall be made and filed with this Division. 
5. This Division 1ball be coosullC'd aod a Supplemenwy Nolia: may be required before making 111y changes m tbe proposed 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DMSION OF OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

REPORT ON PROPOSED CHANGE OF WELL DESIGNATION 

Chris Williamson 
BREITBURN ENERGY CO. LP 
515 South Flower St., Suite 4800 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Your request, dated 12/7/2005. proposing to change the designation of well(s) in Sec. 30, T. 1 s, 1,w, 
SB B. & M., Beverly Hilla Field, Loa Angeles County, District 1, has been received. 

The proposed change in designation, in accordance with Section 3203, Public Resources Code, Is 
authorized as follows: 

"West Pico" "6 API No. 037-26615 shall be known hereafter as "West Pico" 58. 

Hal Bopp 
StBte Oi!J!nd Gas Supervisor 
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( 
"'Ill 

( 

_E!1sing: 

-
Plugs 

-- RESOURCES AGENCY Of CALIFORNIA ~ 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DIVISION Of OIL. GAS. AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL ~-----......._ 
Brel~um Ene,gyCo<npanyLLC East Be.erty HilS County Los An 

WP58 Sac. 30_ T._IS_ R, 14W __ S B B6M 

Address 515S FlowcrSl_,Jiu1le -4800 l.os=.An'-""'="-•.,::CA'-'-"'900"""-7.,_1 ______ T .. ei,hone Number (213) 22:>-5900 

H<s10ry must be corr11M1e ,n aN detali. UM thol lorm to repo,1 Ill O()efllllORS !bing dr'Mng and ~ i.,g ol lhe 10ell or runng redrif!,ng o, cfing 
lhe cas,ng p~. or abendonm- w,lh Iha dat• !hereof lndude 5Uch I oms a& hole 11ze lormallon t•I ~ lmOUnll ol eer,,ent used. 
IOp and boll<lm of pl~ perfora110n dNtla. lldelnlcl<-.1 junk b1,11119 tests and lftll,al p,odUCIIOft dala 

10-3/4". 40 5# . stc 8rd casing cemented surface to 878' -
1•, 26#, N-80 csg from surface to 8600', cemented with 1041cf. Estimated TOC at 3540' (lheorebcal). 

5·, 18#, L-80 Hvdnl 511 liner landed at 8747', top at 6798' ECP at 8730 

None 

Perlorations: 5" slotted w/2"x0 030" 48R,6 "C slots 6863'-8699" 

J -...... ~ 

Drill an~ !;;2!!!2lete • WP-58 J ,- -..... ~ ,., I Wt. / Vis / FL 

'°Qr1111n11 Ooerat!5!!!1 ~ 

~ to 32K. and all eta- - 111 Cleared an tbg ilnd rod equipment from rog floor and demck. 
12/12/2005 r;epped to move rig to WP- stalled south cellar beams Moved rig to WP-58 Tightened quill I 

- V out guide eheave on hydraulic lugger line. Inspected and bghten bolts in 

NU1c : Tocat useo 1 :> nat guaros. s;, :s:s nat oanas, 'J:f"L pre10rmeo oanos. j 
W/0 woldor RO cholte, lull & Suebon Mne5. Prep lo move rig Cul tlooM1ne & NO BOPE Tear 8.3 J nla J nla 
down ri V-door ext. Release · t 500 hours. ----~-----~ 

Bit Record 
Bit No. Size Mfr. Type Ser. No. I JetSlzH Depthln Depth Out Foc,gge Hrs. Ft/Hr. 

1 9-7/8" Huahes MXC-1 5085173 1-10·3-15's 58 878 820 10 82 
9-7/8" i 

H0#1 14-314• Smith 14-3/4" 58 878 820 5.5 149 
RRlll 9-7/8" HUQheS MXC-1 5085173 1-12 ·3-16's 878' _ 5500' 4622' 00 77 

2 9-7/8" Hughe _ _ MXC-1 I 4-14'& 5500' 6888' 1388' 33 42 ,... -
3 6" HUQhcS MXC-1 5084680 _L 3-16's ~ 6888' 8815' 1929' 46.5 42 

·-- --
GctvJJY C!Mo Qil I Pt• Ctot Wt1lf I 

~ •I Produd~ ~ Clllal!!lllttllllt'. Gu l!D!illlll!tl Iwllla11ern1m kl11m1 emuw[I 
375 bopc:t 17degAPI 5e% J Jkmcfd 140 psi 4,0 .,., 

odue110n after 30 da'fll 180 bopd I 49% I 21Smcfd IIO psi 30 .,.. 

~ I -- -- -- -. 
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2. The Settlement Agreement Does Not Prevent Revisions of Conditions, and it 
in Fact Requires Revisions When Warranted. 
 
At the August 18 APC hearing, the ZA repeatedly stated the process before the 

Commission was a Review of Compliance with the conditions of the Settlement 
Agreement, and that everyone should “close the book on it” (2:11:37), not change his 
determination so that he could “clean it up” and move on to a new process, one that could 
allow for the revision of conditions of approval.  This is a fundamental misrepresentation 
of the Settlement Agreement between NASE and the City and the process required by the 
Settlement Agreement.  

 
Of overarching significance is the fact that the Settlement Agreement does not 

lock in place all 2000 conditions of approval and instead requires 5-year reviews of those 
conditions to ensure they are still adequate to protect the surrounding community and 
ensure compliance by the site operator.  If the conditions fail to do so, the 5-year review 
is intended to be the process wherein new or revised conditions are imposed upon the 
West Pico Drill Site.  The inaccuracy of the ZA’s claims regarding the Settlement 
Agreement can be best demonstrated by a review of the Agreement itself, along with the 
condition it references. 

 
Section 4.b of the Settlement Agreement, inserted below, refers expressly to 

Condition 78 of the 2000 ZA approval: 
 

 
 
 

28

b. At the Review of Conditions required by Condition No. 78 
imposed by the BZA and adopted by the City Council, to occur 
two years after construction and the issuance of a Temporary or 
Permanent Certifi~te of Occupancy, the Zoning Administrator 

will consider the findings and conclusions of the Risk 

Assessment Expert and impose any additional conditions 
deemed appropriate or within the Zoning Administrator's 

continuing jurisdiction under Condition No. 77 or otherwise. If 
the report of the Risk '¥sessment Expert indicates that the 

operations at the BreitBum facility pose a risk of cancer of 
greater than one in a hundred thousand (I x 10-5), BreitBum 

will request a public hearing and a public bearing will be 
deemed warranted pursuant to Condition No. 78. (This 
provision does not otherwise limit the Zoning Administrator's 
discretion to set the matter for public hearing.) Within ninety 

(90) days prior to the fifth anniversary of the first review held 

6 
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Condition 78, inserted below, prescribes what is supposed to happen in the 5-year 

reviews required by the Settlement Agreement: 
 

 
 
 
Thus, pursuant to the Settlement Agreement and Condition 78, the ZA was 

required in the current review case to evaluate “neighborhood impacts,” evaluate “the 
efficacy of mitigation measures,” and the ZA was empowered to assign “corrective 
conditions.” Unfortunately, the ZA failed to follow these requirements and has instead 
advocated for kicking the can down the road to an uncertain future process.  Not only is 
this an inefficient use of City resources, it delays relief for the community. Moreover, 
while the 5-year review is legally required, the ZA does not have the authority require a 
new process at this time.   

 
The ZA made additional misrepresentations regarding the Settlement Agreement 

that are also material to the Commission’s determination.  At the APC hearing, the ZA 
repeatedly said that Condition 72 was imposed by and enshrined in the Settlement 
Agreement, along with all other conditions, and therefore he did not have the authority to 
change it because the agreement was approved by a Court. (Statements made starting at 
20:15 and 2:07:35 marks.) As set forth above, the Settlement Agreement specifically 
contemplates revisions to conditions, thus demonstrating this statement is incorrect.  
Moreover, as can be seen in a review of the attached Settlement Agreement, the only 
conditions of approval referenced within the Agreement are Conditions 77 and 78, both 

29

pursuant to Condition No. 78, and on each five-year anniversary 
thereafter, BreitBurn will request an additional review of 
conditions pursuant to the procedures prescribed in Condition 
No. 78 and the Zoning .Administmtor will conduct a review of 
oonditions .as prescribed in Condition No. 78 and will issue a 
report of its review and schedule a further public hearing, if 
warranted. Such report shall be promptly forwarded to NASE, 
BreitBurn and the applicable Neighborhood Council. 

- 78. Bovtow Of Condllona- Two years falowi,g completion of construction, and 
the Issuance of a Temporary or Permauent Certiftc:ate of Occupancy, the 
applcant shall sc.mmit a Plan Approval appication ($~23 fae) for the purpose 
of reviewing the effectiveneu of these conditions. The applicant shall submit 
a 500-foot radius rn-., with accompanying labels for owners and occupants. 
The applcant ahal address each condition wilh appropriate supporting 
material, to the Zoning Adminlltratorwho shall contact all monlortng agenclea, 
evaluate the neighborhood i11pacta of project operations and the efflcacy of 
mitigation measures. The Zoning AdminlsllalDr may i,lp088 corrective 
condlliona if wanantad. The Zoning Administrator may set the matter for pubic 
hearing if warranted. 
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of which provide the ZA the ability to revise the remaining conditions.  (Attachment 1.)  
Condition 72 is not included in the Settlement Agreement, nor was it agreed upon in the 
Settlement Agreement as claimed by the ZA.  

 
NASE presented in written and oral testimony that Condition 72 does not allow 

the site operator to drill new wells or convert existing wells without ZA approval or 
CEQA review, and to the extent it is interpreted as allowing redrilling of wells without 
ZA approval or CEQA review, the condition must be considered void because it violates 
the long-standing requirements of Los Angeles Municipal Code section 13.01.H and I.  
The misrepresentations made by the ZA prevented the Commission from addressing the 
illegality of Condition 72, as well as the illegal drilling, redrilling and conversion of 
wells.  Thus, reconsideration of this appeal based on the facts at hand is necessary. 

 
Finally, the ZA misled the Commission when stating on slide 9 of the powerpoint 

presented at the APC that there had been no violation of the Settlement Agreement. There 
can be no questioning the fact that 5-year reviews were not held in 2010-11 and 2015-16, 
and that both the City and the operator breached the terms of the Settlement Agreement.  
This is supported by findings buried within the ZA’s June 2, 2021 determination: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

30

The Office of Zoning Administration eview of the whole of the record found tha1 the 
operator was in violation of Condition 36, Condition 39, CondlUon 49 and Condition 72 of 
the conditions of approval Imposed by the Board of Zoning Appeal in its action taken on 
BZA No. 2000-1697 (the appeal of Case No. ZA-1989-17683-PAD). Also, the Zoning 
A1.lmi1hfln1lu1 fuurlll lhe operc1tor was In violation or dause 4b of the 2001 Settlement 
Agreement. 

20(1 Settlement Agreement Corx:l ition 
Cla.Jse 4.b: On June 8, 2001, the City of Los Angeles, the operator and concerned parties 
entered into an agreement where all parties mutually agreed to thirteen clauses in order 
to ~ettle the litigation filed challengin~ the EIR certified in connection with the drill site 
modernization approval, Neighbors for A Safe Enwronmenta/ v. City of Los Angeles, 
LASC Case No. BC240760. Pursuant to clause 4.b of the 2001 agreeme,t, the operator 
is requi,•ed to filti d Pld1, AfJl-'1 u v1::11 ru, t.:u111pllc1r 1c~ ,~vlt:!w uu ~ ch five-year anniversary or 
the latest review. The latest review was completed March 13, 2006, in 'Nhlch case, the 
OPEfc)tor was required to file a Pan Appro\lal in 2011 and failed to do so. The operator did 
not file the 2020 Plan Approval application u,tU after the fa ilure was pointed out by this 
Offi::e. 
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 Thus, due to the misinformation the ZA presented to the Commission regarding 
the Settlement Agreement and the process required by the Settlement Agreement, the 
APC should reconsider its determination regarding NASE’s appeal.  Contrary to claims 
made by the ZA, the documentation presented herein and elsewhere in the record clearly 
demonstrates that the Settlement Agreement and the 2000 ZA approval both specifically 
empower the ZA to change conditions of use whenever necessary or warranted. Thus, the 
issue is not just that the ZA erroneously believed no changes were needed. The 
overarching issue is that the ZA short-circuited the review process and the CEQA process 
by claiming that conditions could not be revised. 
 

3. Well Conversions Are Not Mere Paper Reclassifications and There is No 
Vested Right to Convert Wells. 

 
There is no dispute that 10 well conversions have occurred on the West Pico Drill Site 

since 2000.  PCEC provided documentation of these well conversions in their June 19, 
2020 email.  NASE also documented these well conversions with documents obtained by 
Professor Salman from DOGGR/CalGEM.  At issue is that fact that the ZA misinformed 
the Commission regarding the nature of well conversions. At the APC hearing, the ZA 
stated that well conversions are mere paper reclassifications of wells, and nothing more, 
which is both a factual and legal misrepresentation.  The ZA determination and written 
response to NASE’s appeal also falsely claimed that well conversions were covered by 
Condition 72. 
 

31

f. It is the intention of the parties that the Project be allowed to 
proceed immediately in accordance with the prior conditions of 

approval as amended only by the terms of this Agreement. In 
the absence of the complete implementation of the resolution of 

di_!lp~te provisions of this Agreement, including the right of 
BreitBum to proceed immediately to complete and operate the 

project without any further administrative or legal proceedings, 

it is the intent of BreitBurn and the City to file an appeal from 

the judgment entered by the Superior Court on May 9, 2001. A 

Notice of Entry of Judgment was served by Petitioners in this 
case on May 17, 2001. Pur uant to California Rules of Court 

section 2(a) provides that a notice of appeal must be filed no 
later than July 16, 2001. If the City does not take the actions 

set forth in subsection 6(b) or the Court has not accepted the 

actions of the City as in compliance with the writ or set aside 

the writ as provided in subsections 6(b) or (c), on or before 

July 16, 2001, then, unless otherwise agreed to by all parties, 
any party thereto may file a notice of appeal on such date and 

this Agreement shall terminate and be void. 
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As an initial matter, NASE believes some background information on the nature of 
well conversions would be helpful.  Well conversion refers to converting a producer well 
into an injection well, or vice versa. Most of the wells at the West Pico Drill Site are 
producer wells (Class A in the terms used in LAMC 13.01) that extract crude oil, natural 
gas, and brine water from well bottoms more than 8,000 feet deep. They extract a fluid 
and natural gas slurry by means of pumps that are located inside the wells. The pumps 
pull the slurry up out of the wells and push it into pipes that join together to connect to a 
pipeline that carries the slurry from the 9101 West Pico half of the drill site to the 9151 
West Pico half of the drill site. At the 9151 West Pico half of the drill site, the slurry is 
separated into its three major components of crude oil, natural gas, and “produced water” 
(aka brine water). The oil and natural gas are processed before being pumped into 
pipelines to take them out for sale. The produced water is sent to giant pumps located on 
the 9151 West Pico half of the drill site, which pump the produced water into a second 
pipeline crossing back to the 9101 West Pico half, where the water goes into injection 
wells. 

 
The remainder of the wells at the West Pico Drill Site are injection wells (Class B 

in LAMC 13.01) that return produced water to the hydrocarbon bearing geological strata. 
Injection wells serve three major purposes: They are required by law to safely place the 
heavily contaminated brine water back down in the geological strata from whence it 
came. Returning the produced water helps to prevent subsidence of soil, which had been 
a major problem in some oil operations before the invention of injection wells in the 
1940s. Last, the injected produced water both repressurizes the oil field and can sweep 
remaining oil toward the bottoms of producer wells, so the use of injection wells is part 
of oil production. All of this injection part of oil production is regulated by layers of City 
law, State law, and Federal law. 

 
Converting wells entails substantial work both underground in the well 

(“downhole”) and on the surface. A well conversion is a substantial physical project that 
can have significant impacts during the construction phase and later during ongoing 
operation.  

 
To convert a producer well to an injector, at minimum the process involves: 

• disconnecting the producer well from the surface pipes that collect the 
fluid and gas slurry from producer wells and send it by pipeline to the 9151 
West Pico half of the drill site. 

• opening up the well and removing the extraction pump 
• remove production tubing and well packing at designated intervals that 

separate hydrocarbons from the fresh water table 
• repairs and reworking of well components is common, and can be 

substantial 
• generally, the production tubing is replaced with injection tubing called an 

“injection string” and new well packing is installed at designated intervals 

32
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• the well is then connected to new piping that connects to the pipeline 
bringing produced water back to the 9101 West Pico half of the drill site 
from the giant injection pumps located at the 9151 West Pico half of the 
drill site. 
 

To convert an injection well to a producer is the same process in reverse, 
including installing a new downhole extraction pump and production tubing, etc. 

 
With that background on the extensive physical activity and potential for impacts 

involved when converting wells, it becomes clear that these are not mere paper 
reclassifications as claimed by the ZA.  The attached DOGGR permitting and work 
history documentation for 2 of the 10 well conversions that have taken place at the West 
Pico Drill Site since 2000 demonstrate the well conversion work is time consuming, 
taking one month for one well and 7 months for the other.  (Attachment 2.)  

 
In addition to being factually incorrect that well conversions are mere paper 

reclassification, the ZA was also incorrect as to the legal requirements applicable to well 
conversions.  The City has established clear legal requirements for ZA discretionary 
review and consideration prior to the approval of well conversions, and also the need for 
environmental review of well conversions.   

 
Below is Los Angeles Municipal Code section 13.01.I and the relevant section of 

LAMC 13.01.H addressing review procedure, both of which have been in effect in the 
City since 1955. For more than 65 years City Code has defined well conversions as a 
specific kind of project that requires application to and approval from the ZA as per 
LAMC 13.01.H. The ZA’s claims that such review was not required was misleading and 
inaccurate.    

 

 
 
Key passages from ZA Memo 133, in effect since September 2016, are also 

included below.  This memorandum requires public hearings on well conversion projects 

33

H. Drilling Site Requirements .. Any person desiring to drill, deepen or maintain an oil well in an oil 

drilling district that has been established by ordinance, or to drill or deepen and subsequently maintain 

an oil well in the M3 Zone within 500 feet of a more restrictive zone shall file an application in the 
Department of City Planning on a form provided by the Department, requesting a determination of the 

conditions under which the operations may be conducted. 

I. Permits. No person shall drill, deepen or maintain an oil well or convert an oil well from one class 

to the other and no permits shall be issued for that use, until a determination has been made by the 
Zoning Administrator or Area Planning Commission pursuant to the procedure prescribed in Subsection 

H of this section. 
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and forbids reliance on a categorical exemption from CEQA when approving a well 
conversion.  
 
 
 
From page 6 of ZA Memo 133: 

 

 
 

Page 5 of ZA Memo 133: 
 

 
 
 
Further, the ZA incorrectly claimed that well conversions are covered by 

Condition 72 of the 2000 ZA approval for the West Pico Drill Site. See page A10 of the 
ZA rebuttal to NASE’s appeal:  

 

 
 
Whether Condition 72 on redrilling is legal or illegal, it says nothing about well 

conversions, which are a different project from redrilling a well. Here is Condition 72, 
copied from the 2000 BZA decision which did not alter Condition 72 from the original 
version in the 2000 ZA approval (ZA-1989-17683-PAD). Note that neither the words 
“well conversion” nor any synonym appear in Condition 72: 

34

- -- ---- -- - - -.--.- - - -- - - - ~ - -- -.--

An application to dril, re-<lrill, deepen, or oonvert a well is not eligible for a categorical 
exemption and shall require an lnltlal Study or an EIR as descrlbed In section V .A.2. AD 

• Ensure thot the City complies with Bl legal roquiroments of CEQA in 
approving Section 13.01-H projects; 

• Provide all parties that may be Impacted by a project subject to a Section 
13.01-H aJ)l)llcation an oppom.nty to panlclpate In a public hearing; 

• M9et the intent of CEQA in the review and approval of CEOA findings and 
determinations, to provide adequate public participation; 

• -=-... , ... _ .. ,, ... , ....... n ........ ,; ...... a.. .. ···'···-··..a··a.. · ·-··-·.: .. , .. .. ·-·• _,. .. .,_ .. ....., '- :t 

ZA-1989-17683-P A2 A-10 

As for any existing well, the operator is «ty required to produce copies of the re-ailing filings as 
such wels are already authorized by Iha City d Los Angeles and Iha State of California. So, 
CXlf'lverting any cl Iha existing 59 wels from produdion ID ir1edion, or rf8Clion lo production, «ty 
requires that the copies dthe fiings lo CalGEM be senl lo the Zoning Adminisbatt.'s office. 

The Zoning Administrator acknowledges the failure of the operator to send copies of the 
filings pertaining to the drilling activities. The operator was instructed to submit ropies to the 
office of Zoning Administrator within 60 days. 
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During the August 18, 2021 APC hearing, the ZA provided this misinformation 

about well conversions and new wells to the Commission only after the public testimony 
phase of the hearing was closed. We therefore could not respond to his fundamental 
misinformation about the new wells and well conversion projects. Thus, we write now to 
urge you to reconsider your determination based on an accurate recitation of critical facts 
and legal requirements.  

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The three examples of misinformation detailed above were far from the only such 
examples, but do represent the most egregious.  The entire 5-review process was tainted 
by the ZA’s decision to improperly narrow the focus of the review, thus failing to fulfil 
the requirements mandated by the Settlement Agreement and Condition 78, and thus 
continues the City’s violations of those binding obligations. 

 
The only proper solution is to overturn the ZA’s decision in its entirety: the 

determination, findings, and fatally flawed statements of fact.  If allowed to stand, the 
ZA’s determination and findings will give de facto approval to by-right oil drilling 
without ZA approval. It will put the City in breach of the Settlement Agreement. It will 
put the City in continuing violation of CEQA and its own CEQA guidelines. And it will 
make an utter hash out of any ability to rely on the City’s Zoning Administration process 
when it comes to oil cases at this drill site and at all the others. 

 
 
 
 
 

35

72. Lmjatlons On Wei Redrlinq. Wthout prior written ·approval from the Zoning 
Administrator, no more than the existing 69 well may be driled, opetated or 
maintained at the site and these wels ahal be located at their currant surface 
locations. Al wels wlU be drilled from existing welcell~ using exiati,glrtmgs 
of pipe or surface conductor pipe. In the event that applicant redrils any al the 
existing wels, the applicant shall provide the Zorq Administrators office wkh 
duplicatlt copies of all filings pertaining to such well filed with the California 
Division of Oil, Gas and Geothennat Resouroes, lnc:ludi,g such filings showing 

· the bottom-hole location and the total depth al each such well. Furthennont, 
the applcant, ...,on request by the Zoning Administrator, shall furnish such 
additional Information concerning the status, exact bottom hole location, 
productivity, etc., al the various wels drilled from the property, as to enable the 
Zoning Administrator to properly and inteligentty administer the oil drilling 
regulations In this area; said information to be ellher V9fbal or in writing and to 
be kept confidential by the Zoning Administrator if so desired by the appltcan. 
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We ask the Commission to please vote to reconsider its decision of August 18, 
2021, to retain and extend jurisdiction over this case, to set it on the agenda for a meeting 
in the near future, and, most of all, for the Commissioners to take the time necessary to 
get down to the facts in a complicated case.  

 
 
Sincerely, 

  
  
       Amy Minteer 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc:  Oscar Medellin, Deputy City Attorney (oscar.medellin@lacity.org) 
 James K. Williams, APC Executive Assistant (james.k.williams@lacity.org)   

36
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I, 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

This SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT (the "Agreement'1 is 
entered into effective as of the date of last execution shown opposite the 
signature blocks below (the "Effective Datej, between the CITY OF LOS 
ANGELES, a municipal corporation and local public agency, the CITY 
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, a local public agency, 
(collectively these two parties are sometimes referred to herein as •City"), 
NEIGHBORS FOR A SAFE ENVIRONMENT, a Califomia nonprofit 
corporation ("NASE"), RAE DRAZIN, Ph.D., an individual, MINA 
SOLOMON, an individual, (NASE, Drazin and Solomon are sometimes 
collectively referred to as "Petitioners;, and BREITBURN ENERGY 
COMP ANY LLC, a California limited liability company ("BreitBurn"). The 
purpose of this Agreement is to settle litigation relating to the approvals for 
the construction and operation of the West Pico Drillsit:e Modernization 
Project, Los Angeles Oowaty, Oalif'onua. 

RECITALS 

A. In 1999, BreitBum applied for a change in its 
Det.ermination of Conditions and Methods of Operations for an existing 
drillsit.e located at 9101 West Pico Boulevard, Los An~elee, California (the 
"Project;. The Project calls for the modernization of the drillsite and the 
recovery of additional oil reserves and includes, among other thinp, the 
raising of the exterior wall, the enclosure of the drilling and workover rig in a 
sou.udproofed and architecturally treated structure, and the building of an 
enclosed support building. The Project also includes the removal of the 
existing diesel workover rig. The Proje<.-t tthw removes prior limitations on 
permissible days and hours for red.rilling and reworking of wells. 

B. The environmental asaesaJDent process began in 1998. A 
Draft EIR was completed and distributed for comments on April 15, 1999. 
The Final EIR was issued tiy the City in October of 1999. 

C. The Zoning Ad.ministrat.or held a public hearing on 
December 2, 1999 (ZA Case No. 17683-PAD). The Zoning Administrator 
issued her decision on April 5, 2000. That decision approved a modification of 
the existing conditions and methods of operation for the drillsite and imposed 
78 conditions on the approval. 

DHlBlTA 
I 

,, 
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D. The Petitioners filed an appeal of the Zoning 
Administrator's decision to the Board of 1.oning Appeals ("BZA ;. A public 
bearing wu held before the BZA on May 23, 2000 (BZA Case No. 2000-1697). 
The BZA approved certification of the EIR. the adoption of the Mitigation 
Monitoring Plan and adopted the environmental findings made by the Zoning 
.Administrator. The BZA then denied the appeal and adopted the plan 
approval and conditions imposed by the Zoning Administrator, with 
corrections recommended by the Zoning Administrator ("Plan Approvalj. 
The Plan Approval was not further appealable. 

E. The Petitioners appealed the BZA decision on the EIR 
certification to the City Council. A public hearing was held before the full 
City Council on October 25, 2000 (Council File No. 2000-1842). The City 
Council voted in favor of certifying the EIR and adopting the findings of the 
BZA as the find.Inge of the City Council. The Nut.ic:v ut Dut.ermina.t.iun uf &.he 
certification wae filed with the County Clerk the same day. 

F. The Petitioners filed a petition for writ of mandate in the 
Superior Court of Los Angeles County styled Neifhbor, For A Safe 
EBuironment, etc .• et ol. u. Ci.ty of Los Angelu, el ol., LASC No. BC 240760 
(the a Actionn) seeking to set aside the certification of the EIR and the 
underlying permit approvals. 

G. On May 9, 2001, the Superior Court,Judge David P. Ya«e, 
presiding, ent.ered a judgment ordering the clerk to iaaue a peremptory writ 
of mrmdat.e ordering the City to set aside its certification of the EIR and 
related approvals. The Statement of Decision of the Court indicates that the 
Court was concerned about the Effi's response t.o questions concerning 
nighttime noise. 

H. On May 16, 2001, thti City mailed to int.erested persons 
an Addendum to the Effi addressing the iBBue of nighttime noise aud 
informing them of further proceedings before the City Council on May 22, 
2001. The Addendui111 concluded that noise &om the facility at night will not 
alter any resident•a ability to sleep. The Addendum. and related City Staff 
report were circulated to approximately 800 owners and occupants of all 
properties surrounding the Project. The Petitioners filed objections t.o the 
report with the City. 

vC£t8l6£l2l:o1 :wo~ d92=S0 S002-l2-Nnr 
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I. On June 1, 2001. BreitBurn and the City filed a Notice of 
Intention to Move for a New Triul.' 

J. The parties have reached an agreement resolving all of 
the issues in the Action and •ish to fully and finally tenuinate the Action 
pursuant to this .Agreement. By entering into this Agreement, BreitBurn and 
the City have agreed to undertake additional measures relating both to 
nighttime noise. air quality and enforecement at the Project. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants 
and conditions contained herein, and for other good and valuable 
consideration. the adequacy and receipt of which is hereby acltllowledged, the 
parties agree as follows: 

AGREEMENT 

1. Obtaining of air quality data 

a. On occasions to be preacrfbed by the Air Quality CoDsultant 
(defi.zled in Item l(d), below), tho Air Quality Consultant will 
sample fugitive and other emiBBiona in.side the derrick structure. 
BreitBurn will, as far in advance as is practicable and at least 
24 boun in advance, inform the Air Quality Consultant of the 
timing of those operations most likely to produce s\leh emissions, 
including those periods when solvents are utilized. The Air 
Quality Consultant will take samples at representative times 
and will determine. in conjW1ction with BreitBum. the relative 
perc:entaps of time the facility undertakes various operations. 

b. The Air Quality Concultant will order that tho aamplaa be tested 
for such substances as shall be specified by the Risk Assessment 
Expert (defined in Item 2, below). 

c. The analysis or the e1D1Ss1ons analyzed pmsuant to this 
agreement will be performed by an independent laboratory 
certified by the State to perform such tests. 

3 
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d. NASE will designate a consultant (the "Air Quality Consultant") 
who shall be a certified industrial bygieniet or an individual 
with a minimum of 5 years experience in air emissions sampling 
in the Loe Angeles Basin. 

e. BreitBurn may request and thereupon will be given split 
samples obtained by the Air Quality Consultant under this 
section for the purpose oC BreitBurn performing duplicate 
testing at its expense. 

f. On occasions to be determined by the Air Quality Consultant, 
and simult.aneous with the obtaining of the samples within the 
BreitBum facility. the Air Quality Consultant will obtain 
ambient air quality samples upwind and downwind from the 
BreitBum facility. Those samples will be analy7.ad at the same 
laboratory for the same substances as were t.ested for within the 
BreitBurn facility. 

g. BreitBum and NASE will deliver to each other. and to the Riek 
Assessment Expert (described in Item 2. below) a copy of the 
laboratory results of all testing performed under the proviaions 
of this section, and of the reports of the Air Quality Consultant 
as to the manner of takmg the samples and the rationale for 
ttuch .anuwur • Knd the determination concerning the various 
operations at the facility pursuant to subsection l(a), in order 
that the risk assesament, described in the next section, 
aCClll'ately characterizes the emissions from the facility over 
time. 

4 
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2. Development o£Risk Assessment 

a. NASE will designate a toxicologist who ehall be a Ph.D. level 
Diplomat of the American Board of Toxicology (the "Risk 
Assessment Expert"). 

b. The Riek Assessment Expert will prepare and deliver to NASE, 
to BreitBum, and t.o the Zoning Administrator a report (the 
"Rislc AMeasment Report") detailin« the professional conclusions 
of the Risk Asaeesment Expert concerning the incremental risk 
to the nearest off-site human receptors of cancer and other 
indicated diseases posed by operations at the BreitBurn facility. 
The RiBk .Assessment Report will specifically address the 
population in close proximity to the site, e.g., children af school 
age. The Risk Asse88ment Report, including all modeling. will 
be conduct.ed in a · manner consist.ent with relevant and 
applicable guidance documents published by the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency and the California 
Environmental Protection Agency. The Risk .Assessment Expert 
shall exclude from his or her analysis of incremental risk all 
chemicals and risks aeeociated with ambient air at the site 
received from any sources other than the BreitBurn facility. 

8. Noise 

a. In carrying out Conditions No. 77 and 78, and .in addition to the 
other Conditions imposed. the Zoning Administrator will 
consider, based on data and reports, if any, submitted by 
BreitBurn, NASE or any neighbor, the extent to which the 
mghttime operations of the BreitBurn facility disturb the sleep 
of surrounding residents. 

b. In developing the noise requirements prescribed by the City, 
BreitBurn and its consult.ttnl. shall consider, and tbe 1,oning 
Administrator will .review, the properties of sotmds generated by 
the facility. in addition t.o decibels, that may contribute to the 
disturbance of the community at night and the data gathered 
pursuant to subsection 3(a). 

l7££l8L6£t2l :01 
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c. If the Zoning Administrator determines that nighttime noise 
from facilicy-QJte~ations creates an unreasonable impact on 
nearby residents, the Zoning Administrator shell consider such 
additional mitigating measures as shall be required to eliminate 
any such impact. In the event that the Zoning Administrator 
determines that nighttime operations· cannot be sufficiently 
mitigated by other means to eliminate qnreuonable impactEI, 
the Zoning Administrator shall order that workover or other 
operations not occur during the nighttime hours. 

d. Actions t.aken by the Zoning Administrat.or shall be subject to 
normal City procedures and appeals. 

4. Enforcement 

a. Hat any time the Risk Assessment Expert determines that the 
operations at the BreitBurn facility pose a risk of cancer of 
greater than one in a million (1 x 10"). the Risk Aase881Dent 
Consultant shall report that finding and recommendations t.o 
the Department of Building and Safety, . the Zolling 
Adminia1:1'Rtnr. the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District. and the Division or Oil and Gas. 

b. At the Review of Conditions required by Condition No. 78 
imposed by the BZA and adopted by the City Council, to occur 
two years after construction and the issuance of a Temporary or 
Permanent Certificate of Occupancy, the Zoning ..Administrator 
will consider the findings and conclusions of the Risk 
AeaeBSment Expert and impose any additional conditions 
deemed appropriate or within the Zoning Administrator's 
continuing jurisdiction under Condition No. 77 or otherwise. If 
the report of the Riek Assessment Expert indicates that the 
operations at the BreitBurn facility pose a risk of cancer of 
creater than one in a hundred thousand (1 x 10-&), BreitBurn 
will request a public hearing and a public hearing will be 
deemed warranted pursuant to Condition No. 78. (This 
provision does not otherwise limit the Zoning Administrat.or's 
discretion to set the matter for public hearing.) Within ninety 
(90) days prior to the fifth anniversary of the first review held 

6 
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pursuant to Condition No. 78, and on each five-year anniversary 
thereafter, BreitBum will request an additional review of 
coudil.iullti pursua11t to t.he procedures prescribed in Condil.iou 
No. 78 and the Zoning Administrator will conduct a review of 
conditions as prescribed in Condition No. 78 and will issue a 
report of its review and schedule a further public hearing, if 
warranted. Such report shall be promptly forwarded to NASE, 
BreitBurn and the applicable Neighborhood Council. 

c. For a r,eriod of two years following completion of construction, 
the City will designate one or more individuals at the 
managerial level of the Department of Building and Safety, who 
will rcceivo complaints regarding odors or noiso at the 
BreitBum site on a 24-hour basis. The Department of Building 
and Safety will forward Jogs of such complaints to NASE and the 
Zoning Administrator's office. The Department of Building and 
Safety will report complaints within two (2) hours to the 
appropriate agency; e.g .• ,the Police Department for noise; the 
South Coast AQMD for odors . . 

\. 

6. Financial Provisions 

a. BreitBum will pay: 

1. $65,000 t.o NASE for attorney's fees and costs in this 
matter; 

2. • $26.000 to NASE to be used by it to engage technical 
advisors and perform testing not otherwise provided for in 
the Agreement and/or for other community projects; 

S. Invoices from the laboratories utilfaed by NASE, the Air 
Quality Consultant, or the Risk Asseeament Expert to 
analyze the air quality samples; 

4. Invoices from NASE or the Air Quality Consultant 
described in Section 1 for the work described therein; 

7 
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5. Invoices from the Riek Assessment Expeit-oJ:....f;-om any 
other coats associated with the risk asaeas1nent work 
described in Section 2 for the work described therein; 

6. Any fees assessed by the City for the services described in 
Section 4(c); 

! 
I 

7. Any other reasonable and necessary costs of carrying out 
the provisions of the Agreement. 

8. The maximum cumulative t.otal that BreitBurn shall be 
required t.o pay for items 3 through 5 above, shall not 
exceed $150,000. No expense of BreitBurn for split 
samples. consultants to BreitBurn or any other voluntary 
expenditure of BreitBurn shall be included within said 
$150,000. BreitBurn shall send stat.ements to NASE 
periodically showing the sums expended in conjunction 
with such activities. NASE shall contractually require 
the Air Quality Consultant and the Risk Aase881Dent 
Expert to perform their services in a manner prescn'bed 
by this Ag:reoment, but BreitBurn shall promptly pay 
their duly prennted invoices irrespective of any 
di1,1agreement that BreitBum may have concerning their 
findiJlgs and conclusions or their mB.D.Der or pedormauc:e . 
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6, Resolution of Dispute 

a. Within three days of the approval of the Agreement by all 
parties thereto, each o! the Petitioners, through a letter 
submitted to the City Clerk by their counsel, will withdraw their 
objections before the City to the Project and will support the 
makin,t of any related actions of the City nece&1ary to 
implement the Plan Approval and this Agreement. 

b. Following approval by the City of this Agreement, each of the 
Petitioners will stipulate to, and join in any motion or request 
made by BreitBum to, eet aside the judgment previously 
entered in this case and dismiu the action with prejudice and 
request that the Court enter a new judgment denying in its 
entirety the requested writ of mandate or in the altemative to 
enter an order unconditionally quashmg the writ of mandate 
previously ieeued. That stipulation and/or joinder shall recite 
that the parties have reached a settlement in this case, and that 
costa and fees shall not be awarded to either party under the 
judgment to be ent.ered. Should the judgment of the Court 
thereafter award costs or fees to either party, such party shall 
not seek to enforce that provision. 

c. lfthe Superior Court will not set aside the Judgment heretcfore 
entered, and/or will not quash the writ of mandate heretofore 
entered and served, the Petitioners will join in supporting and 
will not thereafter object to the return to the Superior Court's 
writ of mandate to be filed by the City and deecribing its actions 
as in accordance with this Agreement as in satisfaction of the 
requirement& of the writ. 

d. Neither party ehnll mo.ko any poat.judgm.ont motion nor seek to 
appeal the judgment entered, following resolution of this matter 
in accordance with this Agreement. 

e. Nothing in this Agreement shall constitute an admission by any 
party of any fa~ nor shall it constitute a waiver o( any right or 
objection of any petitioner to the facility or any of the operations 
thereof in the future, outside of the context ofthe Action. 

9 
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f. It ts the int.ention of the parties that the Project be allowed to 
proceed immediately in accordance with the prior conditions of 
approval as amended only by the terms of this Agreement. In 
the absence of the complete implementation of the resolution of 
dispute provisions of this Agreement, including the right of 
BreitBum to proceed immediately to complete and operat.e the 
project without any further administrative or legal proceedings, 
it is the intent of BreitBum and the City to file an appeal Crom 
the judgm.011t enterad by the Superior Court on May 9, 2001. A 
Notice of Entry of Judgment was served by Petitioners in this 
case on May 17, 2001. Pursuant to California Rules of Court 
section 2(a) provides that a notice of appeal must be lllud .ou 
later than July 16, 2001. H the City does not take the actions 
aet forth in subaection 6(b) or the Court has not accepted the 
actions of the City as in compliance with the writ or set aside 
the writ as provided in subsections 6(b} or (c}, on or before 
July 16, 2001, then. unleaa otherwise BIJl'eed to by all parties. 
any party thereto may file a notice of appeal on such date and 
this Agreement shall t.enninate and be void. 

7. Knowinir A,ereement 

The parties each affirms that he/she/it has carefully read the foregoing 
and understands that this ;,. A AP.ttlement Rgt"eement, and further affirma 
that each has reviewed and discussed the same with its counsel and knows 
the contents herein and has discussed the legal effect hereof and that the 
party osacuting the samo does eo of ite ow~e act. 

8. Entire Agreement 

Thie Agreement embodies the entire understanding of and agreement 
between the parties as of the Effective Date and the parties each hereby 
agrees that the terms and provisions of this Agreement can only be changed, 
altered, or modified in any respect, by an instrument in writing and signed by 
all of the parties. 

10 
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9. California Law 

This Agreement shall be governed by, ca~ and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of California and enforcement of this 
Agreement may be had in any court of appropriate jurisdiction in California. 

10. Binding Effect and Benefit 

This Agreement shall be biDding upon and in'W'8 t.o tbe benefit of the 
parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns. 

11. Authority of Signatories 

All pereons executing this Agreement on behalf of any entity hereby 
represent that they have proper authority to do so and to bind the entity to it. 

12. Interpretation of Agreement 

The parties have all participated in the drafting and preparation 
of this Agreement. Hence, in any construction to be made of this 
Agreement, the same shall not be construed against or in favor of any 
party on the basis that it or another proposed specific language. 

18. Co~nterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of 
which shall be deemed an original but all of which together shall constitute 
one and the same instrument. Tbit Ap-eement will become effective only 
when executed by all parties. 

1//signat-uzee follow on nen two pacea/// 

II 
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Dated: June L 2001. 

Dated: June.- 2001. 

Dated: June ......... 2001. 

Dated: June __ 2001. 

Dated: June__. 2001. 

t>££l8l.6£l2t:Ol 

BREITBURN ENERGY COMPANY 
LLC. a Cali!ornia limited liability 
company 

Br~:;), 
~ H3reitenbach 

Co-President 

CT'J'Y OF LOS ANOEt.~ ANn 
CITY COUNCIL FOR THE CITY OF 
LOSANGELES 

By:. __________ _ 

NEIGHBORS FORA SAFE 
ENVIRONMENT. a California nonprofit 
cozporation 

By:. __________ _ 

Dr. Rcc:helle Feldman 
Preaident 

NEIGHBORS FORA SAFE 
ENVIRONMENT. a California nonprofit 
i,orporation 

B~-----------RaeDruin 
Vice-President 

NEIGHBORS FOR A SAFE 
ENVIRONMENr, a California nonprofit 
corporation 

By: _________ _ 

12 

Mina Solomon 
Member of tbe Board. 
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~ : OSP 

Oat.Id: .Tune_ 2001. 

Dae.I: .Tue .1.. S001. 

t,££l8L6£!21 :01 

r 

PtOE N), : 318 937 :B!l3 Jun. 19 2B81 89:5:i!Ftt Pt 

BR&ITBURNENBRGY COMPANY 
LLC. a CaliConua limited liability 
ciompany 

.By.-=-~--~-----RendaD B. Breiteabach 
Co-Pr'Bidea.t 

CITY OF LOS ANOZLBSANI> 
CITY COUNCIL POR TBB CITY' OP 
l.OSANGBLBS 

Dy. d -&-1:i,__ 
Keith Pritsker, Deputy City Attoraey 
NBIGBBORS 1'0RA SA.n 
2NVUlONMRN'l', • /!eJit TU DOIIIIJlll'Ol&t 
ooarparatima 

Br. @,,~c~ 
Or. Rocbe11a ,.wmn 
~ 

NEIOHBOBSPOllASAl"& 
ENVJRONMBNT.ac.Hfo:n:i.ia~ 

=-~ .,. Ru . Ph.D. 
Vb-PNaident 

NEIGHBORS FOB ASAD 
ENVIRONMENT, a ~mi.a =aprofit 
cmparatiml 

,,. 
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Dated: June_ 1001. 

Dated: Jw. L 2001. 

Dated: Jum _L 2001. 

Dated: Jue /JJ.. 2001. 

t,££l8.!.6£i:2l:•1 

A-DE t(J. : 318 837 3933 1un. 1B 2&!1!91 89: 5all1 Pl 

BIUtlTBURN ENERGY COMPANY 
LLC, 1 CaUfimlia limilad liability 
company 

By:,_""'!""""--=-~~~-----=--
RandaD a BieiteDbach 
Co-~llt 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES.AND 
CITY COUNCIL FOR THB CITY OP 
LOS ANGELES 

By.. _________ _ 

NEIGHBOBS FOR A.SAFI 
ENVIRONMENT. a Oalifbmia 11e1uprcdil 
cmpondnn 

1?,, 
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f10'\:GSP PtDE t0. : :m, e:n 3933 Jun. 18 ailt1 "9:$i1FN P2 

t>ated: June ..f:. 2001-

!Wed: June.J.t 2001. 

1' 
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Da'tecl: June i, 2001. 

15 
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DOGGR Application, Permit, and Well Summary of downhole work to convert well West 
Pico 26, API 037-20926, in 2006 
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RESOURCE AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS 

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 

REWORK WELL 
Th,s notJce and an indemnity or cash bond must be filed, and apptoval g,ven, belore - begins (See me,_... 5'de for bonding 
,nformabOn l f ooerabOns have not commenced wtth1n one YNI' ot r9Celot ot the nobCII. th,1 nobCe wtff be conskl«ed cancetled 

In compliance with Section 3203, Division 3, Public Resources Code. notice is hereby given that it is our intention to 

REWORK WELL WP26 ______ (_IM_'E_L_L_D_'E_S_I_G_N_A_i _tO_N_1 _____ _ APINo;,... ___ 0:....3_7_•2~09~2~6 ____ _ 

Sec. 30 , T. 1S , R. 14W , SBB&M., _____ Be_ve_rt~y'-H_l_ll_a_E_a_at ____ Field, 

________ L_os_A_n~ge-le_s ________ County. 

1. The complete casing record of the well (present hole). including plugs and perforations, is as follows: 

~i~ 10-3/4" 40.5#, K-55, csg cemented from surface to 1,178' w/560sx in 15" hole 
-.......,, r 23&26#, K-55 & N-80, csg cemented from surface to 9,740' w/1,350cf In 9-7/8" hole. 

5-1/2", 18#, K-55 liner hung 7,102'-9,740' 

'-

Plugs: 9740'-9657' 

Perforations: 
'-J 7" perfed with 4spf 6908'-6952' . 

..........._ 5-1/2" perfed 7160'·7170', 7180'-7230', 7277-7312', 7350'-7370', 7452'-7460', 7540'-7552', 
7562'-7578', 7583'-7680', 7680'-7688' (squz'd off), 7698'-7722', 7795'-7875', 7885'-7925', 
9450'-9493', 9505'-9520', 9555'-9600', 

Junk: Remains of cement retainer chased to 9657'. 

2. The total depth is: __ .._"'-98;;..0:....1_' ____ feet. The effective depth is: __ ___:c96.c.5:....7_' ___ feet. 

3. Present completion zone (s): OM, Hauser, Ogden . Anticipated completion zone (s)'-: ___ S_a_m_e _ __ _ 

4. Present zone pressure: _ _ _ 10_0_0 __ psi. Anticipated/existing new zone pressure: __ __ 10_00 ___ psi. 

5. Last production: Mar-99 0 80 
or (Date) (Oil, BID) (Water, BID) 

Last injected: 
(Date) (Water, BID) (Gas, BID) 

6. Is this a critical well as defined in the California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 1720 (a)? 

The proposed work la as follows: (A complete program is preferred and may be attached.) 

1. MIRU. Install and test BOPE. Pull tubing and packer. 
2. Run RST log 10 determine exact Intervals to perf. 
3. Run kill string. RMDO. Order perf guns. 
4. MIRU. Install and test BOPE. Pull kill string. 
5.. Selectively perforate -8050'-8900'. 
6. Run scrapers to clean up casing. 
7. Run CIBP and set at --9300'. 
8. Run test packer and CIBP. 
9. Run single injection string with two packers set at -6815' and -8000'. 

10. Pressure test annulus to 500psi for 15 minutes. 

9 
(Gas, Mcf/D) 

(Surlace Preu,n, P"9} 

Yes{]] No 0 

11. Place well on injection at 2000bpd with surface injection pressure not to exceed 2350psi (0.8psi/ft gradient). 

Note: If the well is to be redrilled, show the proposed bottom-hole coordinates and estimated true vertical depth. 

The Division must be notified If chan • to this Ian become necesaa 
Name of operator Telephone Number 

BreltBum Ener Com an 
Address 

515 South Flower Street, Suite 4800 

Name of Person Filing Notice 
Chris WIiiiamson 

OG107 

City 
213 225-5900 

Zip Code 
90071 

J 

1..\1\,, 
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RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
DIVISION OF OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

PERMIT TO CONDUCT WELL OPERATIONS 

Chris Williamson, Agent 
BREITBURN ENERGY CO. 
51 5 South Flower St , Suite 4800 
LOS ANGELES CA 90071 

WATERFLOOD PROJECT 

No. P ~ -0193 

054 

03 

05, 10 
t'-w Pool Coo.J 

00 

Cypress, California 
March 1 3, 2006 

Your proposal to rework(convert to injection) well "West Pico" 26, A.P.I. No. 037-20926, Section 30, T. IS, R. 14W. S.B. 
B. & M .. Beverly HIiis Field, East area, Pliocene. Miocene pool, Los Anaeles County, dated 3/8/2006, received 3/9/2006 bas been 
examined in conjunction wilh records filed in this office. 

THE PROPOSAL IS APPROVED PROVIDED: 
I. Blowout prevention equipment wilh hydraulic controls, equivalent to Ibis Division's Class DlM requirements, or helter, shall 

be installed and maintained in operating condition. 
2. Well killing 0uid of a quality and in sufficient quantity to control all subsurface conditions in order to prevent blowouts shall 

be used. 

3. A pressure test is conducted to demonstrate the mechanical integrity of lhe 7" casing. 
4. Wilhin three months after injection is started, and every two years thereafter, this Division shall be furnished wilh sufficient data 

to confirm the confinement of the injected 0uid to the intended zooe of injection and to demonstrate lhe mechanical integrity 
of lhc 7" casing, injection tubing and packer. 

5. Prior to any sustained injection above a gradient of .8 psi per foot of dcplh as measured at the sand face, injectivity and profile 
tests sball be made. The results of these tests and the proposed method of operations as to input rate, pressure and water 
distribution by subzones sball be submitted to this Division for approval. 

6. This Division sball be consulted and a Supplementary Notice may be required before making any changes in the proposed 
program. 

7 . THIS DIVISION SHALL BE NOTIFIED TO: 
a. WilDCSS an inspection of the installed blowout prevention equipment prior to commencing downbole operations. 
b. WilDCSS a pressure teSt of the 7" casing prior to injection. 
c. WilDCSS the running of an injection survey. 

NOTE: 
1. A crew drill may be required at lhe time of the blowout prevention equipment inspection. 
2. This well shall conform to the provisions set forlh in our letter dated 3/19/1985, revising lhe project. 
3. The fresh water will be protected by the 7" casing cemented at 9740' wilb sufficient cement to reach to surface. 
4. The water to be injected tests approximately 27,000 ma/I TDS and is water produced from neighboring wells. 
5. The water is to be injected into the Dunsmuir, Hauser, Oadm zone and contains a mixture of oil and water. The formation 

water teSlS app~~ 23,000 mall TDS. 
FML:fl /l,1? ~ / · ·~.,« .- t)t- fp (/f,Je, '/'718'-9/7S:,~-;,,(_t 
cc : Update ,- c- uq,.,,_ / ~ 

EDP ~P ile 9J;o, 't ow~ A/;-,t:..,✓ ~~.,~~~~r. 
BLANKET BOND ./ 
PROJECT CODE: 051 Hal Bopp 
Engineer: Floyd Leeson Stata Oil and Gas Suparvisor 

Phone: 714/816-6847 By~\..'--
For R. K. Baker, Deputy Supervisor 

A copy of this permit and the propoul must be posted et the well •It• prior to commencing operetlona. Records for 
work done und• this permit ere clue within 80 days after the work has been completed or the operations have been 
suspended. 

0G ,,, 
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Date 

RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DIVISION OF OIL, GAS. ANO GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL 

c.. 

Operato, Breitbum Energy Company LLC Fleld_----=:Beveny= ~ .:..:H::,ills,,_ _______ County Los Angeles 

Sec.ALT.~ R.Ji!! ~B.&M. Well West Pico #26 

Hlstofy must be complete In al detail. Use lhls loon to report all operations d~ng drilling and testing ol lhe - °' d~ redriHing °' altenng 
Ille casing. plugging. °' abandonment. with Ille dates thereof. Include such hems as hole size. foonation test detalls. amounts of cement used. 
top and botlom of plugs, perforation details, sidelracked junk, baMlng teslS, and lnttlat production data. 

1111512006 
Moved rig to WP 26. Rigged up, nippled up BOPE and secured well. NOTE: Top of fish at 8853' with 1T 2-718" NSL tubing at 9380'. Left In hole 
45 deg. Collar+ 52T 2-7/P/" NSL tubing. Added perfs In 5" liner from 8454' -8750', 8762' - 8820', and 8840' -8882' on 51912006. 

Bled well. Serviced EOM - and kbricated rig. Pulled donut. POOH with 214 joints of 2-7/8" NSL tubing. Moved 32 stands of 207/8" IF drill 
pipe In derrick to drill• side. Installed PGSR. Picked up and made up Central Foshing Tools 4" 00 x 3-1/8" 10 x 20/72' ~ shoe. RIH on 2-

1111612006 7/P/" P-105 wort( string to 6704'. Mixed 200 barrels of KCI fluid volume. Total 450 barrels In pits. Cleaned rig floor and picked up toots. Shut in 
and secured well. 

Bled welt. Serviced EOM - and lubricated rig. Wori<ed with rig mechanic on air compressor. IRH with Central Foshiog Tools~ shoe 
on combination 2-7/8" P-105 worl< string and 2-7/8" IF driN pipe. Made up 2-7/8" IF dril pipe wori<ing stand tagged at 884T. Conditioned and 

11/17/2006 clrculated KCI fluid, 1oOk 40 barrels to gel citaJlation. Cleaned out from 884T lo 8853', washed r:,ve, fish from 8853' lo 8870' top of tubing collar. 
Had¾ gallon can of 11n sand in returns. Circulated well clean, pumped 2 hole volumes. POOH to 6704'. Shut In and secured welt. Up wt. = 66K, 
down wl" 35K. ROT. Wt.• 47K. Fluid loss= 122 barrels. 

Bled welt. Serviced EOM to1Ner and llbri<:ated rig and grease rack. Lowered 4• 00 x 3-1/8" 10 Central Fishing Tools~ shoe to 8870' no 
new fltt. POOH and laid down Central Fishing Tools~ shoe. Picked up and made up C-.. Fishing Tools 4-1/8" r:,ve, shot dt9ssed with 

1111612006 2-7/8" grapple and 6 3-1/8" drill collars. RIH whh Central Foshing Tools fishing toots on 2-7/P/" P-105 wort( string tubing to 6696'. Shut In and 
secured well. Total fluid loss " 122 barrels. 

Bled welt. Serviced EOM - and lubricated rig. RIH with 4-1/8" r:,ve, shot dressed with 2-718" grapple + BIS and jars + 6 3-1/P/" dril collars + 
lmensitl6- from 6696' to 8852'. Made up wori<ing stand. Cln:ulated and worl<ed o- latch fish at 8853'. Jarred 88K and pulled free at 130K. 

11/19/2006 POOH. Laid down 6 3-1/P/" driH CX>llars and Central FlShing Tools fishing tools and ftsh (rec:ovwed all of fish). RIH with 72 joints of 2-7/8" IF drill 
pipe, remoYed cross r:,ve, and wori<ing stand. Repaired brake band on hydraulic tubing tongs. Laid down 72 join1s of 2-7/8" IF dril pipe. RIH with 
492' ol 2-7/P/" NSL tubing kill string. Shut in and secured well. Total fluid loss• 137 barrels. 

Bled well. Serviced EOM - and lubricated rig. Unloaded 82 join1s of 2-3/8" BRO tubing. Held safety meeting with Weatherford Hydro t
and rig Cff#. Solid tested 2 joints of 2-3/8" BRO rubbing. Made up hydro test tools. Picked up and TIH with 45 deg. Colar + 60 joints of 2-3/8" 

11/20/2006 BRO tubing testing to 5000 psi. Changed out hydro test toots from 2-3/8" to 2-7/8". TIH with 2-7/8" NSL tubing hydro testing to 5000 psi. Hydro 
test toot not wori<ing, trouble shoot and changed an a.ops. Continued 10 TIH with combination 2-3/8" 6RO and 2-7/P/" NSL tubing to 6616'. Hydro 

- to 5000 pst Shut In and aea.-ed - -

Bled welt. Serviced EOM - and lubricated rig. Pulled 25 hydro tested stands of 2-7/8" NSL tubing and sloOd bade on off drill• side. 
11/21/2006 Continued to TIH with 2-7/8" NSL ti.Clog to 9450', no tltl. Hydro tested an 2-3/8" 8RO and 2-7/P/" NSL kJbing to 5000 psi. Rigged down 

Weathetford hydro test•. POOH abow, perfs to 6700'. Re-arranged support bay to lay down 2-7/8" NSL and 2-3/8" BRO tubing. POOH to 2824'. 
Laid down 123 joints of 2-7/P/" NSL tubing. Shut in and secured well. 

Bled well. Serviced EOM tower and I1.0ricated rig. Laid down 2-718" NSL tubing. Loaded out 82 joints of 2-7/P/" drill pipe, 15 joints of 2-7/8" NSL 
11/22/2006 tubing, 6 3-1/8" dril co1ars and wash pipe. RIH with 2-7/8" tubing. Laid down 2-7/8" NSL ti.Clog (265 joints). RIH and laid down 2-3/8" tubing (60 

joints). RIH with kltl string to 516' and secured well. 

Loaded tubing from support bay onto truck. Serviced rig and grease rack. Cleaned rig floor and support bay. Loaded tubing from support bay 
11/23/2006 onto truck. Continued cleaning. Unladed tubing (243 joints of 2-7/8" N-80 BRO, 81 joints 2-3/8" N-80 BRO). POOH with kill stl1ng. Made up r 

saaper with bum~ sub. RIH picking up tubing (45 joints). Secured well. 

11/24/2006 Serviced rig and EOM tower, mixed KCI. Picked up 2-7/8" tubing and RIH with r casing scra~ (removed thread prol8dors). Strapped tubing, 
rabbited tubing. Rigged up to,- circulate. R.-se circulated welt clean at Ii- top (7101'). POOH with tubing to 2708', seand welt. 

SeNloed rig and EOM to\Ner. POOH and laid down r scraper. Rigged up 2-3/8" toots. Made up 5" scnpa-. tally and picked up 2-3/8" tubing and 
11/25/2006 RIH. RIH with 2-7/8" tubing. Scraper stopped at 8888'. Attempted to worl< through tight spot -would not go. R-cin:ulated, full rell.ms, no 

solids. POOH 10 6889' and secured well. 

Serviced rig and EOM tower. POOH with tubing. Held safety meeting with tubing tester. Solid tested 7 joints of tubing. Rigged up tester. 
11/26/2006 Repaired test toots. RIH testing In. Wahed on extra tubing delivery. Cleaned rig. Finished testing 2-3/8" tubing. Changed r:,ve, to fl.fl 2-7/8" 

tubing. Rigged down 2-3/8" test toots, rigged up 2•7/8" test toots. Secured welt at 2793'. 
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Serviced rig and EDM - · RIH testing lUbing to 5000#. Tagged 1111 at 95n'. RJgged down tubing tester. RJgged up 10 ,-se citaJlate. 
11/27/2006 Reverse circulated and dNned out from 9572' 10 9618'. POOH 3 stands -tubing plugged. Kelly up, tried to cirwate - no results, tried to ,-se 

- no results. POOH wet tubing to 8876'. secured well. 

1112812006 
Serviced rig. POOH with we tubing. Tubing plugged with rubber and metal. RIH with tubing to 7101'. Reverse citaJlated dean. POOH to 8875', 
secured well, grease rack. 

Serviced rig. RIH with lUbing to 9556'. Held safety meeting and rigged up cementers. RIH with lUbing to 8816'. Pl.mJ>!!L cement plug from 9618' 
to 11·. cement In~ at 11:42am. POOH to 9120', Reverse cin:ulate 3 IUbing I/Olumes (lrace of cement). POOH ioM74', Reverse cin:ulated 

tubing IIOlume, secured well. Watted on cement - dNned rig and location. NOTE: Grace P. Btand1 (DOGGR) Inspected and witnessed BOPE 
and W8Mld witness of poo,ping cement plug. 

Bled wel. Serviced EDM tower and lubricated rig. RIH with combination 2-318" SRO N-80 and 2-7~ SRO N-80 IUIJ;ng and~ cement plug at 
,,,,,..-!-"._._•. Waited on CDOGGR. Cleaned rig location. ~ Brandt witnessed tag of cement plug at 9123'. POORanil lald down 50 

11/30/2 joints of 2-318" 8RO N-80 tubing. Worked on accumulator oonlJ0I handles. RIA wfffi 500 kill s&ing. Shut i1 and Aelhd well. Cleaned rig and 
location. 

Bled well. Serviced EDM lower and lubricated rig. Walled on Weatherfon:t, no serviceman available. POOH with kill string. Changed oil In top 
12/1/2006 drive. Cleaned rig and location. RIH with 500' kill string. Shut In and secured well. Note" Weatherford serviceman available In moming 

12/2/2006. 

Bled well. Serviced EDM - and lubricated rig. POOH with 500' kill string. Made up 5" and r Weatherford Dual Injection packer assembly. 
12/2/2006 RIH to 1180. POOH and made a change on the bottom hole assembly. RIH slowly with Weatherford 5" and r dual injection packer assembly to 

660T. ~ rack and sheaves In aown, Checked al pins In lhaddes. Shu1 In and secured well. 

Bled welt. Serviced EOM tower and lubricated rig. RIH with 5• and r Weatherfon:t Dual Injection Packer assembly on combination 2-318" SRO N· 
12/312006 80 and 2-718" SRO N-80 lUbing, stopped at 7550'. POOH with Weatherford Dual Packer assembly and slDod back. Made up and RIH with 

Weatherford 5" casing saaper + BIS to 6883'. Shut in and secured well. NOTE: set down 2k at 7550' took a- 4k c,yer up weight to pull free. 

Bled well. Serviced OEM tower and lubricated rig. Made up W0f1dng stand. RIH with 5" casing scraper + BIS on combination 2-318" SRO N-80 
12/4/2006 and 2-7~ 8RO N-80 lUbing. Made several paues at 7550'. Reamed from 7550' to 8000'. POOH to 5785'. RJgged down and shut dolMl. Rig 

mechanic trouble shoot problem. Foood bad lnc:oders on rig molofs A and F, replaced. Shu1 In and secured well. 

l 2/8/2006 Bled well and serviced rig. POOH with tubing and scraper (repaired air hose on slips). Held safety meeting with Weatherford and discussed 
pad(er running procedtn. Made up packer assembly and RIH to 6920'. Secured above Hner top. ~ EDM rack. Cleaned rig and BOPE. 

Serviced rig. RIH with packers and tagged tight spot at 8420'. Attempted to work through tight spot (no success). POOH and Inspected packers 
12111/2006 l0r damage (none detected). Picked up and made up r scraper, RIH with tools to 8420'. WOfked though tight spot. POOH with tubing to 1481'. 

Secured well. 

Serviced rig. POOH with IUIJ;ng and laid down r scraper. Held safety meeting with T1ger wlreline and rigged up. CaUbtated tools. Ran casing 
12/10/2006 caliper and colar locator logs (lost caUbtation, POOH). Recalibrated tool and RIH with wlrellne. Installed centJalizers for r casing and ran r 

12/11/2006 

3111/2007 

3112/2007 

casing log. RJgged dolM1 wirellne. Made up packer assembly and RIH to 2088', secured well. 

Serviced rig. RJH woth 5· packer to 7938' and r to 6356'. Pl.mped setting ball to seat Set packers and~ ted_!!!!!l!!\!IJp_5.0Q# l0r 10 minU1es. 
Nipple down BOPE and nippled up injection lnle. Made and replaced rubber o-rings l0r tubing hanger. RJgged down and prepared location /or rig 
move. Released rig at 1900 hours. 

Held safely meeting. Tubing on vacuum. fluid 18'181 at 7965'. Casing had 65 psi. loaded out V-<Joor extension Into support bay. RJgged up and 
l0re down. Skid rig to WP 26 and rigged up. Attempted to bleed dolM1 casing. Casing flowing oil and gas. Production operator tank was lull. 
Waited on production 10 empty tank. Cleaned rig and location. RJgged up and shipped oil and gas 10 production from casing. Casing at 25 psi at 
1700 hours. Continued to dean location. 

Held safety meeting, serviced rig and EOH tower. Tubing on vacuum casing had O psi. Flowed 50 barrels C¥Yer night Nippled dolM1 injection lnle. 7 
Nippled up BOPE. Function tested with remote. Released r h)'draullc packer with 76K pul. Released ArTowset 1x mechanical packer right hand 
packer pulled 65K. POOH slowly In s· liner and perfs. Pulled 228 joints ol 2-718" 8RO N-80 tubing. r pack• lost all rubber on It. Pulled 28 joints • 
of 2-318" ~ tubing. 5' padter had alt rubber left on it RIH with 10 joints of 2-718" N-80 tubing. Note: All tubing looks like new. 

Held safely meeting, serviced rig and EOH tower. Tubing on vacuum casing had O psi. Flowed 50 barrels o- night NiR)led dolM1 injection lnle. ? 
Nippled up BOPE. Function tested with remote. Released r hydraulk: pad(er with 76K pul. Released ArTowset 1x mechanical pad(er right hand 

3113/2007 pad(er pulled 65K. POOH slowly In 5· liner and perfs. Pulled 228 joints of 2-718" SRO N-80 tubing. r packer lost ell rubber on It. Pulled 28 joints 
of 2-~ ~ lUbing. 5" pad(er had all rubber left on it RIH with 10 joints ol 2-718. N-80 IUIJ;ng. Note: All tubing looks like new. 

3114/2007 Held safely meeting. Cleaned and painted rig and location. Serviced rig, Checked bolts on top drive. 

Held safely meeting and serviced rig. POOH and picked up cement retainer. Made up tools and RJH to 8861' (RIH slowly from 8400' 10 8861'). 
311512007 Set retainer at 8861' (si-ed at 58K C¥Yer string weight). Filled annulus and tested retainer at 500I fDLtQ_,)_1~. Prepared for c:ement job, 

deaned location and tlnished panting V-<Joor. -

Held safety meeting and serviced rig. RJgged up cementers. Pumped lease water down tubing (40 bamlls) 2 .5 bamlls per minute at 800#. Held 

311
8/200

7 
safety meeting with cementers. Pumped cement (350 sacks). Cement In~ at 1010 hours. Top of cement estimated at 6734'. POOH to 8548' 
and reverse ciraJlated 3 tubing I/Olumes (100 banels). RJgged dolM1 cementers. POOH 84 joints. Prepared bay to lay dolM1 tubing. laid dolM1 
138 joints of N-80 tubing and HES selling tool with stinger. RJH to 1592', secured well. 

Held safety meeting and serviced rig. RJH with IUIJ;ng. I.aid dolM1 90 joints N-80 tubing. RIH and laid dolM1 28 joints 2-318" tubing. NiR)led dolM1 
3117/2007 BOPE. Shut dolM1 to X-Ray skld track. Continued to nipple dolM1 BOPE and secure well. Picked up V-door extension and lugged dolMl. 

Prepared location l0r rig move, moved rig. Rig released at 1830 hours. 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment Hq V-<Joor ex1enslon for rig move, p,epared rig for move to WP 26. Skid rig north. 
Removed V-<Joor extension and stored In support bay. Removed south cellar beams. Worked with electridans. Changed out belts on safe air 

3/22/2007 fans In aown of rig. Cleaned location C¥Yer last well. Skid rig and rigged up on WP 26. Nippled dolM1 production lnle. Nippled up BOPE. 
Function tested BOPE and remote. 
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Held safely meeting and S8Nlced EMT - and equipment. Test ran punp and 101) drive. Rigged up 10 .-.-se circulate. Wor1<ed with 
electriCian to wire up centerfuge and desander. Picked up 6-119· bit Measured and picked up 4 4-3/4" drill collars. RIH wi1h 2-7/8" hydrill tubing. 

3/24/2007 Tagged cement at 6419'. Rigged up punp. Hole standing lull. Drilled out 3' cement bridge to 6422'. Continue to RIH. Taggedl cement at 674T. 
Drilled on cement from 674T lo 6809'. Circulated hole clean. 

3/25/2007 Held safely meeting and serviced EMT-and equipment Drilled on cement from 6809' to 6861'. Orihed on retainer from 6861' to 6864'. 

312612007 
Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment. Drilled on retainer and cement to 686T. ClraJiated hole clean. POOH and secured 
wall. 

312712007 
Held safely meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment RJgged down PGSR. POOH. Plcked up MW 6-1/8• bit RIH to 686T. Drilled on 
retainer and cement. 

312812007 
Held safely meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment. Drilled on retainer and good cemenl 10 7095'. 5' from 101) of Nner. Circulated hole 
clean. Tested casing to 500 psi for 10 minutes (OK). POOH and secured well. 

Held safety meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment POOH wi1h tubing and laid down 4 4-3/4" drill collars and 6-1/8• bit Changed head 
3/29/2007 and liner in #1 punp. Picked up and made up 4-1/8" bit and 6 3-1/8. drill collars. Rigged up to run 2-318" tubing. Picked up and RIH with 63 joints 

of 2-3/lr' tubing. Secured well. 

3/30/200
7 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment Rigged up to run 2-7/8" rubbing. RIH to 7095'. Flushed ~ Nnes. Drilled out 
cement from 7095' to 7229'. Circulated hole clean and POOH above liner to 7020' and secured wall. 

3/3l/200
7 

Held safely meeting and MNlced EMT-and equipment. RIH and continued driling out from 7229' 10 7556', circulated hole clean. Pulled out 
of liner 10 7020', secured wall. 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment. Change dliner and head In punp #1. RIH and drilled out cemenl from 7556' to 
4/3/2007 TT63'. Flushed rocks and debris from punp #1, circulated hole clean. Drilled out cement from TT63' to 7794'. Circulated hole clean and POOH to 

liner 101) a1 7020', secured well. 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment. POOH wi1h tubing and 3-118" dril collars. Changed 4-1/8. bit Made up MW bit. 
4/4/2007 RIH wi1h drill coaars and tubing. Broke circulation and continued drilNng out cement from 7794' to 7634'. POOH above liner 101) lo 7020'. Seaired 

well. 

41512007 
Held safety meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment RIH 10 7825' and circulated. Driled on hard cement from 7834' to 8300'. Total for 
day- 486'. Circulated hole dean. POOH to 101) of liner a1 7101'. Secured wall. 

4/6/200
7 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment and grease rack. Rigged up MW 2-7/8" elevalors. RIH to 8258' and cirrulated. 
Orifled on hard cement from 8300' to 8645'. Tolal for day was 346'. Circulated hole clean. POOH to 101) of Nner at 1101·. Secured wall. 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT tower and equipment RIH 10 8630' and circulated. Driled on hard cement ronn 8645' lo 8900'. Drilled on 
4/7/2007 rubber at 8889'. Dropped free at 8900' 10 9000'. Circulated hole clean. POOH 10 8754'. Secured wall. Transfemld fluid from pits to-I S10rage 

tank. a.,,ed pits. Filed pit with lene water and mixed 80 sad(s of KCI. 

Held safely meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment. RIH to 9000'. Changed hole over with 320 barrels of 3% KCI water from 9000'. 
4/8/2007 POOH. Laid down 6 3-1/8" drill col1ars. Cleaned rig floor. Measured and picked up 5" casing scraper and bumper sub. RIH to 101) of liner a1 

7068'. 

4/9/2007 

4/10/2007 

4/12/2007 

4/28/2007 

4/29/2007 

4/30/2007 

Held safely meeting and sen,lced EMT - and equipment. Continued to RIH wi1h 5" casing scraper 10 8000'. POOH an odd break. Laid down 
1 bad joint Stood back 14 joints of 2-3/lr' tubing. Laid down 35 joints of 2-3/lr' tubing In support bay. 0,ganlzed tubing and rods In support bay. 
Picked up 5" Weatherford mechanical packer. RIH with 28 joints of 2-3/8" N-80 BRO EU tubing. 2-311r'x2-7/8" x.-. Plcked up 180 joints of 2-
7/8" N-80 BRD EU tubing. EOT at 6420'. Secured well. NOTE: _Qvis McCullough with DOG approved variation from permit to run cement 
retainer. to 9175' a112:20pm. 

Held safely meeting and sen,lced EMT - and equipment. Continued 10 pick up 2-7/8" N-«l BRO Eu tubing. Total 227 joints. Plcked up tubing 
hanger and landing joint and swivel. Set Weatherford Anowset 1-X mechanical packer at 7895' with 15k compression. Allempled 10 pressure 
casing (back - of pac:ker) lest no good. Tubing hanger leaked. Nippled down BOPE. Picked up landing joint and puled up tubing hanger. 
Replaced 0-rings. Landed tianger. Nippled up production tree. P'8SSIA up backside pf packer to 500 psl lor 15 minutes, tested OK. ~ 
waived w11ness of pressure test. Prepared to mow, rig 10 -t side. Moved skid -• lo - sicli. 
Held safely meeting and serviced EMT - and equipment Rigged up Tiger wlrellne to perforate. Held safely meeting. RIH with 1• gun run 
through tubing - gun slopped at 7085'. POOH with wlrellne and rigged down. Change of Otders - mow 10 PW 9. Moved and lnstllled extension 
beams for rig mow. Rigged up hose and punp to neu1rallze storage tank. 

Rigged up Baker chemical INCk to punp scale ~e. Worked on safe air fans on rig. Rigged down rig ellension beams. Moved rig to WP 9 
and rigged up. Laid down V-oo« extension. Cleaned location. Nippled down p,oduc;tlon tree and nippled up BOPE and u1Ction tested. Secured 
wall. 

Held safely meeting with crfrW and serviced rig. Released 5· packer and POOH. Cleaned rig and location. replaced andfall sala blocks safety 
devices and secured wall. 

Held safely meeting with crfrW and serviced rig. Waited on packer delivery. Made up packer and RIH with 2-3/lr' tubing. drifting. Changed out 1 
joint. Rigged up 2-7/8" tubing equipment and RIH with 2-7/8" tubing, drifting. changed 3 joints. Altempted to set packer at 7896'. puled 10 7865' 
and attempted 10 set packer. Rigged up to ,_ dtculate and reversed 50 barrels of lease water. Altempled to set packer. rigged up to 
circulate ahead. Circulated down tubing, attempted to set packer - packer set at 7633' in neutral. Secured wall. 

5/l/200
7 

Held safely meeting with crfrW and serviced rig. Nippled down BOPE. Nippled up production tree. rigged up and tested packer for 10 minutes at 
500#. Continued to WOri< on safe air fan on 101) drive. Prepared location and lugged down and moved rig. Released rig at 1200 holn. 

Perforated with 1-9118" OD RTG guns~ 0 degree phasing with Jet R-,a, Center Mlllerrium~- 0.21" entry hole and 11.34• 
5/5/2007 penetration. Perforated from: 8841' ~ 11782' -8819', 8455' - 8749', 835T - 8406', 8276' - 8319'~)-8250'. 

5/21/2007 Wf/M on injecllon. 580 bwpd. 

>0103 (6197/GSMMJ SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE 
- .. ,-.cydod_ 
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DOGGR Permit, and Well Summary of downhole work to convert well SW 7, API 037-
21181, in 2017. (Application is not in State agency’s online file) 
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TURAL RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFO 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION No. P 117:f046 

DIVISION OF OIL, GAS & GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 
5816 Corporate Ave., Suite 100 Cypress, CA 90630 -4731 

PERMIT TO CONDUCT WELL OPERATIONS 

Water Flood 
CRITICAL WELL 

2151 
054 

03 

00 

Im! 
054 

M..oad 

03 
Mlicxi5i 

10 
POCico& 

EXPIRED 

Cypress, California 
February 22, 2017 

Mr. Thomas McCollum, Agent 
Pacific Coast Energy Company LP (B6127) 
1555 Orcutt Hill Road 
Orcutt, CA 93455 

CANCEL ED-----

MAIL 

EMAIL 0 
1.. - i :z, ·1 ., 

Your proposal to rework (convert to Injection) we11 •sw- 7, A.P.I. No. 037-21181, Section 30, T. 01S, R.14W, SB 
B. & M., (Lat: 34.055475 Long: -118.390221 Datum: NAD83), Beverly HIiis field, East area, Miocene pool, Loe 
Angeles County, dated 1/12/2017, received 2/10/2017 has been examined in conjunction with records filed in this 
office. 

THE PROPOSAL IS APPROVED PROVIDED: 
1. Blowout Prevention Equipment (BOPE), as defined by this Division's publication No. M07, shall be Installed and 

maintained In operating condition and meet the following minimum requirements: 
a. Class 113M, with hydraulic controls, on the 8 5/8" casing. All casing annuli control valves must meet, or 

exceed, the same minimum pressure rating as the blowout prevention equipment. The pipe safety valve 
must be suitable for all p ipe in use, including casing 

b. A 3M lubricator for wlrellne operations. 
2. The well is designated a CRmCAL WELL and as such, the Notice to Operators, dated May 21 , 2001, 

specifying additional BOPE requirements for critical wells, shall be In effect (attached). 
3. Hole fluid of a quality and in sufficient quantity to control all subsurface conditions in order to prevent blowouts 

shall be used. 
4. This well shall conform to the provisions set forth in our letter dated December 7, 2018, approving the project. 
5. Injection Is through tubing with packer set in cemented casing immediately above the approved zorie of 

injection. 
6. Prior to commencing injection, and every 5 years thereafter, a Standard Annular Pressure Test (SAPT) is 

conducted to demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the 8 5/8• casing. The minimum test pressure shall be 
the Maximum Allowable Surface Pressure (MASP). 

7. Within 90 days of commencing injection, and every 2 years thereafter, this Division shall be fumished with an 
injection survey that demonstrates the confinement of the injected fluid to the approved zone of injection, and 
the mechanical integrity of the injection tubing and packer. 

(Continued on Page 2) 

Blanket Bond 
054-03-002 Kenneth A. Harris Jr. 
cc: Los Angeles Cily Fire Depa,1rnenl State Oil and Gas Supervisor 

Los Angeles Cily of PelrOkun and Natlnl Gas Adminlslration 

Engineer Barry Irick 
Office l714 l 816-684 7 By ')~ < 

For: ~ Daniel J. Dudak, l.JIS1TICf tJeputy 
Bl/bi 

A copy of this permit and the proposal must be posted at the well slta prior to commenc:lng operations. "-ds for work 
done under this permit .. due within eo clays after the work has been completad or the operations haw been suspended. 
Issuance of this permit don not affect the Operator's rwponslblllty to comply with other appllclble •ta , 1'9clerll, and local 
laws, r9g11lallons, a'ICI ordlnanc:es. 
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Page2 
Well #: -SW- 7 
API #: 037-21181 
Permit : P 117::901f 
Date: February22, 2017 

• • 
8. The injection gradient will be 0.8 psi/ft. This injection gradient shall not be exceeded. A higher Injection 

gradient may be approvad by this Division subject to a step rate test conducted for this well. 
9. If the results of the SRT is significantty higher than the project Injection gradient of 0.8 psi/ft., a new SAPT may 

be required. 
10. No program changes are made without prior Division approval. 
11. THIS DMSION SHALL BE NOTIFIED TO: 

a. Inspect the Installed BOPE prior to commencing downhol• operattons. 
b. Witness an SAPT of the 8 518" casing prior to commencing injection, and every 5 years thereafter. 
c. Witness the running of an injection survey within 90 days of commencing Injection, and every 2 years 

thereafter. 

NOTE: 
1. All depths are based on well KB, which is 13.5' above ground level. Ground level is at elevation 171' 
2. The base of the freshwater zone is at 550':t. 
3. The base of the USDW zone is at 845':t. 
4. The top of the Repetto zone (TIZ) is at 5500':t. 
5. The top of the Hauser zone is at 8480':t. 
6. No operation shall be undertaken or continued that will contaminate or otherwise damage the environment. 
7. Upon completion of the proposed work, a History of Oil or Gas Well (form 00103) shall be submmed to this 

office, noting the effective date of reactivation. 
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NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

DNISION OF OIL, GAS, AND GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES 

HISTORY OF OIL OR GAS WELL 

Operator __ -'-P-=ac,"''""fic=-C=oa"'st=E'-'ne"'rg.ay<...=Can="'p"'an"'y""LP"---- Field Bewrty HIiis County Los Angaln 
Well _________ __..SW.,__.-0,..7 _ ___________ _ Sec. __]Q_ T.___..1L R. 14W ~ B.&M. 

AP.I. No._~Q~3.Z~-2ul~l-8.1 ________ _ 

Date 1 QI 12/2017 ,_ ..... _, 
Name_~T~om=M=cC=o=l=lu~m~--

(Ptncn .abmit11r1:1nux:r1l 
TI~----~Age-n=t~----,--.,-

Signature 9k~ for T. McCollum 

Address ___ 1~5-'-5~5~0-'-rc.lll=~H~il~I ~R~d., -'-O~rcu=tt~C~a~1~9-'-34_5~S--------~----- Telephone Number (805) 937-2576 

History must be complete In all detail. Use this form to report all operations during drilhng and tes~ng of the well or during redrilllng o, attering 
the easing, plugging, or abandonmen~ with the dates thereof. Include such ~ems as hole slu. formation test details, amounts of cement used, 
top and bottom of plugs, perforation details, sidetradl«I junk, bailing tests. and Initial production data. 

Pr:t:Wort< Condition· Post-Work Condition: 

20· I Conductor C. 53.5' MO 'Zf1' I Conductor C 535"MO 
13-318" I 4 81 H40 C. 1200' MO 13-3111• I - H•O C 1200'MD 
8-6/lr I 381 K55 I N8l C. e800' MO 6-5111" I 3e.t KSSI NIO C 8800'MD 
6-518" 23.61 Uner 6777- 79111' MO 6-5111" I 23111 U'le< 8777 - 79UI' MD 

6!74'-8618',88-<9'. 657•'-&318'.66411'-
Ge90',6706'-11750',S802'- 8690',6706'-8750',8802'-
6l72',&aal '-11899',8911'0 6872',6881 '-&399',6911'-

1. l\" JHPF 8S58',6990'-7106',71•2'-
7~0', 7233'-= .7«1"• 

1, ½" JHPF 6958',6ggl)'.7106',71•2'-
7190'. 7233'-7358',7•• 1 -

7•58',7•73'-7507',75•• '-
7580' 7587 -7595' MD 

7•.56',7•73'-7507',75••' , 
7580' 7587-7595' MD 
U74'-4411',M•t '• 
HI0',1701'47110' ,8802'-
1172',6881'~H',6911'· 

4, Y. JHPF H6e',HI0'•7101',7142'· 
7190',72)3'-7358',7•41'-
""',747!'-7'°71,76•• '-
7IIIO' MD 

Data HISlORY: CTI 

8102.'2017 Power up rig. Move v-door into place. Move accJJTiutator Into place. Clean up location. Traveled bad\ to y•rd EOT . 
NOTE: Pat Vigeant le.lse Forman contae1ed DOGGR @ 1 :48 PM and spoke to Renee and scheduled a BOPE inspection for 2:00 
PM en 8/'J/17 

8/03,2017 Bled down well. N/y xo spool, riser and BOPE. Hooked up lull kne. Eric Weigand from cyp'"9 OOGGR office arrived @ 2:00 
PM f:>r BOPE Inspection. BOPE inspection was passed and paperwol1< Is singed and in place. Continued to unscrew donut studs. 
Unland donut POOH with tbg detail. Closed BOPE. Serured welt and rtg bll AM. Started to prepare and lay out new 2 7/8 tbg 
detail in support ba·, . 

8/04,2017 Laid :xii new 2 7/8 :bg in support bay to measure. Unload saapers and bumper sub. Took picture and measured 8 5/8 al weight 
sctaper and bumper sub. Miu scraper and bum~er sub. Started pidllng up 2 7/8 tbg deta•I. RIH with 8 5/8 scraper Tagged a few 
•~ of scale build up @ 1297' & 1638'. Worl<e:i scraper up and down through the rough spots. Pick up and ran in 134 jnts ol 2 7/8 
11:Jg Closed BOPE and tbg valve. Serured well E:nd fig till AM. -iooked backside up to VR. 

8/07/2017 Bled well down. co,Unued to P/u and RIH with ll>g detail. Tagged spot @ 5934'. Worl<.ed 8 5/8 scraper through, Continued to RIH 
with work string to tag 6 5/8 liner DI)@ 6777'. P::)OH with tbg delall. Plu and Miu 8 518 tension packer. Rlu Hydro tester. Started to 
RIH lesting tbg lo 5000 p..;, Close:! BOPE and tbg valve. SeaJ'ed well and rig bll AM. Hooked backaade up to VR. 

8/08J2017 Bled well down and opened up BOPE. Continue:! to RIH with Ui/8 packer and hydro testing tbg. RIH to 1505' to test padler. Set 
packer in tension. (40,000 over sutng weight) Urable to l\11 casng. Released packer and POOH to 733'. Set packer in tension. 
Unable to fill casing. Released packer and POOH to Check pad<er. Padler looks good. RIH lo 66' and set packer. Unable to fill 
casirgi. POOH and remowd the ireloader vall,e. RIH and set packer@ 58'. Unable to fill casing. Noticed slight blow up tbg. 
Released packer. POOH to 8' and set packer. Flied casing. Scheduled Tiger wire ltne for casing caliper log. Released packer. 
POOH and laid down packer. Closed BOPE. Serured well and rig till AM. 

8/09/2017 Bled down well and opened up BOPE. Swapped out accumula!o(s. Rid hydro teste(s tools. Spotted Tiger wire line truck. R/u pole 
and wire line snea\P-S. RIH with caliper tool. Log;ied casing from top of liner@ 6765' to surface. Consufted with engineer and le.lse 
Formen. Turned logs into lease Forman. Closed BOPE. Serured well and rig bll AM. 
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8(1112017 Bled dov.-n well Openej up BOPE. M'u 8 518 retrievable lodt set EP. RIH with tbg detail. Set retrievable BP@ 345' POOH and MU 
8 518 tension packer. P.IH with tbg detail and set packer@ 98' to t,st the lntegrwy of the plugs. (packer@98'-8P@345') Miu 
Injection l ine to tbg. Pu~ 18 bbls t:> fill Pressured up to 500 ps and held solid for 5 min. Bled off pressure. Released padter. 
POOH with tension pad<er and laid It down. Miu retrieving head. RIH with tbg detal and retrieved lock set BP. RIH wrth tbg detail 
and BP to 5838'. Closed BOPE. Seared well and rig till Monday. 

8/141201 7 Bled dov.n well and opened up BOPE P/u and continued to RIH w.th 8 5/8 BP and tbg detail. Set BP@6500'. POOH with tbg 
detail and rebieving tod. P/u and Miu .a 518 FB tensbn packer RIH with tbg detal to 130'. Set FB packer. Hooked up injection &ne 
to tbg. Slarted pwnpint lease water@ 4:00 PM@ 1.5 BPM. Pum:ied 135 bbls. Shut down Injection. Closed pipe rams on BOPE. 
Seaired -11 and rig till AM. 

8/15/2017 Bled dO\Wl well. Opened up BOPE. Continued to lill Y<eU with lnje<:lon line. (220 bbls) Set FB tension packer@ 130'. Retrievable 
BP set @6500'. R/u Aoe hydro test8f. Tested between plugs to 1000 psi. Held and charted for 15 minutes. Good tesL Bled off 
pressure. Filled casing from 130' lo surface. Closed pipe rams. Teued casing from 130' to surface to 1000 psi. Held and charted tor 
15 minutes. Good test. 31ed off pressure Released and moved FB tension packer. Tested casing from surface to 6500'. Held 
a.nd charted for 15 ml•utes. Good test. Bled off pressure. POOH and laid down FB packer. Miu retrieving tool. RIH with tbg 
detail. Left 5 stands out Closed BOPE Secured wet and rig tm AW. 

8/161201Y Opened up well and BCPE. Casing ls standing full of ftuid. Continued to RIH with retrieving tool and tbg detal Latched onto 8 5/8 
BP. Opened relief valve and let fluid ~quallze. Slight blow up tbg Released BP. POOH with BP and tbg detal. Laid down BP and 
relJlevfng tool. Loaded out BP and FBpadcer. MIU 65/8 scraper ard bumper sub. Started to RIH with tbg detail. Closed pipe rams 
on BOPE. Secured well and rig till AM 

8/181201 'r Opened up wel . 0 pressure. Opened up BOPE. Spo:ted wile tine trudc and equlpmenL R/u Tiger wire line for GRfCCI log. Logged 
casing from tag down@ 7755' to 4000'. Sent togs to engineer for correlation with open hole logs. Closed Blind rems on BOPE. Rfd 
GR/CCL og tool Rfu xc, spool for klbr.cator. Shut do.vn till Monday. Seaired wen and rig. 

8121/2017 Bled well-down. Opened up BOPE. R/; lubric.ltor to wench One. Hekl safety ~g w/Wire line. Started crane lifting pert guns to 
the V-docr. Shut down br 3 hours. Wire line truck wculd not start. Started RIH wrth pert guns@ 10;00 AM. Used 4• slldcwall wire 
line carrier guns. Shot +, 1/2, 25-grarr JHPF. The lrtervals shot are as follows. 7580'·7544', 7507'-7473', 7456'-7441',7358'-
7233',7190'-7142'. (total 258') POOH and closed BOPE. Hooked tackside up to VR. Secured well end rig bllAM. Loaded 4 more 
guns into V-door fortoo orrow mornl~ . 

8/22/201i Opened tackslde. Well on a vaaium. Opened up BOPE. R/u wire lne. Started RIH with 4• sfidc wall carrier guns. Shot 4 , 1/2, 25-
gram JHPF. The lnter,als shot are• follows. 71C'6'-6990',6956-6911',6199' -6181',6872'-6802',6750'-6706'16690'-6649'. There 
ere 2 inte-vals left to shool 6618'-6574' & 6530'-9480'. Rid wire line. Closed BOPE. Hooked beck.side up to VR. SeaJred well and 
rig till AM Loaded guns In V-door. 

8/23/201 7 Opened tackside Well :>n a vacuum. Opened up BCPE. Rfu wire l11e RIH with 4• slick wall carrier guns. Shot 4, 112, 25-gram 
JHPF from 5618-6574 (last interval) Listed alt pert Intervals in the 'Nen summary for a total of 636'. Rid wire tine Loaded out guns. 
Unload packer and saa;;,er, Miu 8 518 scraper and bwnper sub. RIH with tbg detail tagged liner top@677T. POOH to 6000'. 
Closed BOPE. Hooked backside up to VR. Seaired well and rig till I\M. 

8/2~017 casing or, a vaaium. Opened up BOPE. Continued t:> POOH with a 5/8 scraper and lbg detail. Laid down 8 518 scraper. Miu 6 5/8 
scraper RIH with tbg detail. Tagged down@ 7720' A ll perts are open. Saw no restrldlons POOH with 6 5/8 scraper to top ol 
pelfs@ 61574'. Closed BOPE. Seaired well and rig Ill AM. 

8/2512017 Casing or a vacuum. Opened up BOP:. Continued to POOH with 6 518 scraper and tbg deteil Laid down 6 518 scraper. Miu 8 518 
361 lodt !et pad<er. MIL hydro teste~s bar tools. Started RIH testing tbg to 5000 psi. Hydro test truck brolle down. Shut down WI 
Monday. Closed BOPE. Secured well and rig till AM. Cleaned up location. Traveled back to yard. EOT 

8128/2017 Opened wen and BOPE R/u ~ H\l(tr:, Tester Cont nued to RIH -..Ith 8 5/8 Loe Ht packer. Tested an 1h51 to 5000 psi. Had no 
failures. Rid hydro tester. Closed BOPE. Seaired wel end rig bll NA. Cleaned up location. Traveled back to yard. EOT 

6/2912017 Opened welt and BOPE. Miu donul RJH end landed lbg on donut. N/d BOPE. S.t 8 518 3U loc-ut Injection packerfl 8475'. 
(COE) Landed tbg In neutral poslbon. Filled backside with lease waler and packer fluid. (200 bbls to fill ) R/u Pee hydro tester. 
Tested and charted cashg to 1000 psi. Held for 15 ninutes. Good tesl Lead operator (Miguel Campos) called DOGGR@1:30 PM 
Dale Peterson from OOGGR ofllce arrived @ 3:45 IPM to witness the test. Pressured up casing from packer to surface. 
Tested and charted to 1000 psi. Test passed. Paper work was signed and wmed In to Lead operator. Secured well and rig till 
AM. 

8130/2017 Bled dowr well. Laid down landing jnt. Niu produdion tree with new valVes. Helped plum in injections fines for injectlon. Turned well 
over to injedlon. Powered down rig, 
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